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SYNOPSIS OP THESIS
PAiSJ ONE
BACKGROUNDS OP LEADING NATIONALITIES IN A POLYGLOT COISMUNITY.
Before an effective' program can "be set "before a community sbmetking must "be 
known of the people of that ooimnunlty. In a polyglVt cdmmmity one mast make a 
stndy of the. haokgrohnas of the aiffer-ent nationalities. To 16 this we have' studied 
conditions of the old world, learned their attitudes,- their relilfious and' education­
al sackgrounds. compared the different nationalities to learn their differeAoes-,' 
and compared them with conditions among the immlgrahts in this country.
We learned that many of the earlier immigrants came to America heoause bf 
political and religious oppression hut that those of to-day are seeking better
•V *
economic opportruniiiios*
‘While the ^fernmenV iS doihg''more each^ar to* Letter conditions many of 
these iimnigrants are much disappointed when after their arrival they are talsen 
advantage of hy di^ShonSst and unsympathetic persons who take the opportunity of 
exploiting them hecause of their ignorance of our language and customs.
Tempothl r^lifef is found in thfe home Of some relative or friend in the foreign 
section of our cities where the immigrants live uhder crowded and unsanitary 
conditionsi These coirraunities where the iisnigfants of* different nations gather af§ 
termed polyglot communities. They speak many different languages and live under 
similar coiidittons. To insure the future of our nation the church raust'Set up 
a constructive program for the Christian Aifieflcanization of these forei^ers.
r
PAST TWO
THE SOLE OF THE INSTITUTIONAL CHUHGH.
The importance of the institutional church is here discussed. The activities 
organizations of the well organized institutional churches are compared to suggest
Toet'b.ois of con&.uct,'irig programs iT\. aimiiur coconanities*
PAiffl THREE
PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR MEETING THE CHALLENGE TO THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
In this part vre endeavor to determine the type of' program needed. In doing 
this Y/e set forth the type- of connnunity in which" the church is located. V/e must 
know the people and their various needs. In order that this may he accomplished 
a community survey is suggested. By making this survey the rehl facts of the 
community are determined. We have taken the survey of Morgan Memorial as typical.
In OUT paper we state the objectives of an efficient church program which 
are: To place the sympathy and resources of the Christian church at the service 
of all the people* We realize that this can only he done hy having right racial 
attitude and rational assimilation. We have therefore set forth some prevailing 
attitudes a-ttR suggested that the best attitude is the attitude of rational assim­
ilation and have tried to show how rational assimilation may best be obtained, 
holding that one of the fifst and perhaps the greatest factor is a coromoa under­
standing and appreciation of the worth of others.
We also suggest: To educate and initiate English and citizenship classes and 
have tried to show that if the church is really to accomplish its task it must 
organize such classes and cooperate with other agencies in the community. In arous­
ing and enriching the religious life of these people and to aid its expression in 
the helpful service of the consmmity we have tried to show that the housing problem 
must be properly adjusted. Industrial and social justice, must be obtained and the 
health and sanitation conditions must be properly looked after. In order that these 
people may be inspired with our own native Americans we have tried to show the 
necessity of organizing foreign language services within the church, for we must 
establish consnon ideals and this cannot be done unless it is done through the 
language understood by all- But aside from or rather in conjunction with this we
feel that there should he international ser7iGes where all the people may come 
together in a common brotherhood*
Wo have cited Morgan Memorial with her Church of All Hat ions, where the Tarious 
people meet collectively and in separate groups; her Seavey Settlement where her 
rescue work is carried on; her'Good-will Industries, where these people have a 
chance to get work and establish themselves in life; her Children's Settlement 
and Summer Camp,as atypical program*




In'treating this very iinpoi^tant sti^ject' we shall' follow some such, method 
as this;- It is necessary in order to treat 'this Subject aded'^ately to know 
something about tliese peoples i^h6 make 'up a polyglot community* It must be coh- 
ceeded that perhaps one of the most important National problems which faces 
America to-day is the problem* growing out of the coming to our shores of thousands 
of Aliens of every race and condition of mankind. In solving this problem we must 
useevery effort to play its part - indeed an important part- Such a part as no 
other organization in the country can or has any desire to play* As has been stated 
above, perhaps the first problem which confronts one in treating this subject is: 
The religious, social, and political background of the leading nationalities 
which may be found in a polyglot community* What have they inherited from the old 
world? What ideas have they had. and what ideals have they pursued? We wish also 
to go back a little and search for the causes which have driven these people from 
their homes or v/hich have impelled them to leave. What are the results of their 
initial experiences? What conditions they face in coming to our country, and what 
shall beoour attitude toward them? It is my purpose also to show some of the ex­
isting problems which v/e face to-day in our polyglot communities .and where the 
conditions are good to make them better; where they are not good, to make them 
good. Some claim that conditions are not good, and where the progress of assimil­
ation is slow, it is entirely the fault of the immigrant- It is my desire to 
picture conditions as they are, and show that while the immigrant has his faults; 
still it is not entirely his fault that conditions are as they are, but that we 
too hawe some faults. That while to some extent he is responsible for the slow 
process of assimilation, we too have our responsibility, and to state if possible 
some way in which an Institutional Church might forward the work of Americaniza­
tion*
5
Tlioae of u3 who know somethini^ of the nature of a polyglot community and 
the conditions existing therein can see at once the need for a polyglot commanity 
program- If these people are to he assimilated and made into good Americans, an 
Institutional Church would he missing its mark entirely if it did not formulate 
and carry out some program that would solve theppoblem of a polyglot community.
In this program there must he a complete absence of prejudice, so common in all




BACKGEOUKD OF LEADING NATIONALITIES IN A POLYGLOT COMMUNITY.
A* Heritage of attitude from old world*
The total recor*ded "immigration into the United States since the organization
of the gorernment is'thirty-five million, two hundred sixty-seven thousand,eight 
1
hundred seven. This fact presents a problem both serious and complex. To under­
stand its seriousness, one must acquaint himself with conditions in the old v/orld. 
When a little child comes into the world it is an easy task to mould its character 
for it is affectionate, and anxious to please others. As it grows it gains new 
associations and immaginations and is eager to solwe new problems for itself. ¥/hen 
the child becomes an adult, its mental habits and ideals have become fixed; and it 
is a greater task to remould its character. It is difficult for it to become acc'j.s-
tomed to nev/ surroundings and new circumstances. It accepts the new in terms of the
> ' *
old, and to become accustomed to new surroundings, it must be given new associations.
So it is with the different racial groups which come to our shores. Their oj^cr-
acters have been moulded by generations of strange customs and peculiar aspirations*
It is only possible to come to a mutual understanding of these strangers by study-
2 ‘ " 
ing their mental attitudes* Some have long been under oppression* Their mental
attitudes have become intense and firml • fixed* Knowledge of their historical, cul­
tural, and religious backgrounis os of vital importance, if these people are to be 
understood. They are suspicious of the term "Americanization”;for, in their ignor­
ance of our attitude, it reminds them of the oppression in their native land* This 
at once arrouses their hatred* The immigrant is decidedly emotional in his likes 
and dislikes* A"study of the various nationalities in their homeland shovrg that they 
are much the same in their domestic, social, and religious life, but that they 
differ In their customs* The practices and sentiments which these people bring with
1 . . '
James A* Langland. The Daily News Year Book, 1924*
2
3urge9S. Foreigners or Friends. P» 57*
(5)
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them might -be termed their heritage. -The foreigh-iangoage churoh is the most'.ira-
portant factor 'in conserving this foreign-heritage.
America has -many things of which she may he justly proud-.Among which ard her
natural heaaties. her industries, her rail7;ay systems, and her educational system. 
But among the nations of the world, the thing that America holds most dear is-the 
fact that altho a .youth tn comparison with the other nations, .she is
National
Pride.
free independent. Other nations -have heard of-this boasted free­
dom which many of their poor, oppressed peoples come to seek. They
are welcomed hy the Statue of lihOrty.
These foreign people also have a feeling of pride toward their own nation.WhiXe 
oud forefathers did many brave deeds-and many suffered death for the cause of free­
dom which we so thoughtlessly enjoy, history tells of the brave deeds and the great 
sacrifices made by their ancestors. Aiaerica has gained her liberty while the old 
world is still in a state of turmoil^and,-even though they have made great progress, 
a long struggle lies before them. Some, tired of their native oppression sought relief 
in our nation of freedom; but, at the same time, their hearts ache for those still 
struggling in the old v/orld.
Like the individual American.- each European has his own wishes which more or 
less rule his conduct. Just so each insnigrant igroup that comes to America has 
certain characteristics. While individuals differ even though of the same.^tionality, 
we find that there are certain national characteristics which distinguish one race 
from another. The first and greatest bond that holds the immigrants of
a nation together and distinguishes them from another is their common
Differences* _language and customs. The immigrants of northern Europe are vastly
different from those of southern Europe in Stature, facial expression,and char­
acteristics.
Europe is divided into three great parts, or three distinct olasses-Slavio 
Europe, Teutonic Europe, and Latin Europe* This makes the study of the racial 
groups less diffiwult to understand. Among the younger generation .of those nations
t
Burgess, Foreigners or Friends. p.p. 59-63.
Burgess, Foreigners or Frie_nds_, p.6l.
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held in oppreaaion we find.many'radicals and BolsheTists, due to the fact -that 
their longing for freedom of expression has never heen satisfied* They wore horn 
and reared in the-'-midst of this'revolutionary and anarchistic spirit; and, it is 
difficult for them to concentrate their-minds upon anything without the spirit of 
suspicion* Most of these oppressed races are found in Slavic*"Europe* The Jews in 
Eussta were perhaps the most ill-treated of any people hy any Nation* The Christians 
exist■udder' very cruel conditions id Armenian Given thfelr" deliverance, they are'hbt 
ahlt to judge what is hest because they have never had the opport'unity to use their 
own wisdom* To them, the spirit of revenge is strongest* The class which has always 
heen the op^iressora finds equally difficult to exist in servituSle^ The great danger 
lies in the that the revolutioharl Spirit is very likely to spread in'these
uneducated sections, especially when brought in contact v/ith the spirit of "fre'edom 
In America. The races of Latin Europe-ar& the Italians, Portuguese, Spanlerds, Latin 
Americans, and rilliplnos*'We'knov/ that the largest percent of our inanigrants is 
Italian* We find them in the crov/ded ’BeCtions’ of oUr eastern cities; and, to neglect 
them would not only he unjust to them hut unwise foe us^ they have proven hy their 
progress in South America that they are v/orthy of our attention. The I-thllan makes 
good if he is-given a" chance .There arS mahy Italian-ndmes ift the pages of history^ 
which are nofed- for heroic deeds* They point to the heroism of Garibaldi with tii© 
same feeling of emotion as America has for George Washln^on- The'Italians fron 
northern Italy are educated for industrial and agricultural life* The life of the 
peasant in Southern Italy is entirely different: a poorly, uneducated^plass,and one 
who finds difficulty in maintaining an existence because of tlie heavjr / exactions ' 
of the government* It is from this class that most of o-ur rtaliAn immigrants come*
Settling in the crowded sections of odr large industrial cities, the-family sees
!
very little of the beautiful side of America* They are crowded into the tenements 
under very poor housing and 'sanitary- conditions, because they are unable to.p^ 
l
Burgess, Foreigners or Friends, p.p*68-72.
higher rente. The Italians, having artistic ability, love to put an artistic touch 
to their work. They also do mch hand and embroidery work which they learned in 
their own land. Mhny have musical talent,which has won world-wide fame* The Italians 
as a rule do not settle permafiently anywhere. They travel back and forth between 
Italy and the United States, or from one section of our country to another. There 
is a strong spirit of jealousy among them which prevents leadership.'There is-also- 
a strong feeling of sectional antagonism which prevents national'unity. It Is drif-fioult 
to Amoricanize the Italians, because they usixally live in a section-of the city 
apArt from the native Americans.
The building of- the Panama Canal brought many thousands of Portuguese to tlie
United States. They are an industrous; thrifty, and law-abiding-people. The Portuguese
2
are also a successful agrlculthral people. They are a home-loving people who take 
great pidde in their domestic cleanliness. In the sections where these peolje have 
located the churches have a -great responsibility.
The proud nation of which sent "Christopher Columbus to discover Araerictf,
has also sent us thousands of immigrants, mostlr^^poor,unmarried men from the peasant 
class,who are scattered here and there among our foreign communities. Being tdo -in­
dependent to group to-gether, it impossible -to do nfuch social work for their wel­
fare* The SpaAiard’s passionate temperament’ is aroused if mistaken for a South Ameridan# 
a-lfexican, or 3, Cuban. Like tbe Italian, he too, is gradually withdrawing from the
Roman Catholic faith; but is easily influenced for good or evil if his confidence is
5
once gained*
Since the war of 1848, Mexico has always thought of United States as ‘an enemy; 
and, this being true, the Mexican problem is most serious. Their suspicious natures








Hex to the Italians in importance is the great nornher of Poles-In. car country. 
They are peasants from central Europe'known as Teutonia. Europe. The Poles-^re“ an 
agricultural people, "both on large farms and on small truck farms* in their native 
land they are either owners of small truck farms.; or,if they were unable to buy
land they ^-ere laborer's for some one who ovmed large Harm* They were a poor un^
educated class of people, held in oppression by Prussians* Many cams to America 
to escape military service and many for economic reasons.Their highest anbition is 
to .'Wn their own little home* Poland has been almost constantly at vrar, yet the 
Poles are a peace loving people. They were oppressed by the surrounding nations 
until Poland,as a nation, ceased to exist. The Poles who came to America Intend to 
mpVa it their hdttiff* Many are already naturalized, while others are anxious to become 
citizens as soon a-s -ffosslble. ISuch is being done for them under the auspices of the 
Roman Catholic church.
There are several millions'of-the,Hebrew race among us^ and great numbers have 
been coming Since the world war. Vdxlle they are from many different nations of Europe, 
they are held together by the strong bonds of religious traditions, their common 
Yiddish language, and their great racial pride-. They are the best organized people 
for mutual help and,through their large societies: of well-to-do-Hebrew people,more 
is being done for the-welfare of the Hebrew-thair is be-ing'done for any .other European
inmigrant in America.
"However much of America life the immigrants adopt, a large percentage of oiir 
foeeign population brings its religion with it and keeps it."
To understand these religious attitudes one must study the different phases of 
religion iir Edropean countries. The Protestant church from its beginning, insists
.upon indiv-dual freedom and personal salvation. The individual part
Religious , ihas become so important and outstanding that the social salvation
S&clcf]? oiiSidL ♦ hr 3 been greatly neglected. The Christian in business has found
Burgess. Foreigners or Friends, p.p.YS-^S. Ibid, p.p.86-95. 
Fairchild^ Iinmigration,p.g95 *
^10 -
difficulty In compefting ^with'his non-Ctiristian"'bPOtherf who,‘in order* to* realize ' 
desired gains, resorts to actions^which the Christtaa'trusiness man would 4em de-^ 
zirora,\l"zing. While the Protestant- churcK” on ttio'^orie hand, hds giTen freedom td>the 
individual; the Roman jCathoiie wh-unch on the other hand, has given absolute'* author!^ 
to the Pope* Individual freedom has been eliminated. -The Protesta’n# has been trained 
and educated in religion; hut our immigrant brother has been "born and bred" in it. 
fhe racial groups differ widely in customs and manners; yet-'all have the-’Saine ever­
present, sustaining religious spirit* With them religion is not a personal faith 
but a condition in life* The intoigrant is shocked aj much of our American life,and. 
the constant divorce scandals* These foreign people believe in marriages arranged 
by the parents without the romantic courtships which are practiced by the American 
youth. They are not favorably in^redsed by America’s lack of church attendance.The
1
Poles are a religious people,who were Chrisrianized by missionaries from the west*
The majority are Catholic in doctrine,but .have not always been loyal supporters of 
the papacy* In this country'every Polish colony has its little Polish church, and 
beside it a parochial school; for ,it insists that its children shall he taught 
religion* Because the Poles are naturally an independent people, end enhanced by 
the American .spirit of-JTre'edoa,' the'y -are to-day gradually leaving their church* In
many instances they become atheists; for*when they give up their church, they give
2
u^ their religion*
In this respect the Italians differ from the Poles* Even those who leave their 
church still believe in Cod and the Saints* Their lapsing from the Roman Catholic 
Church is due to the fact that they know= that Italian freedom was gairied in direct^ 
opposition to the papal povrer* These foreigners are living in our midst as^isheep" 
without a shepherd* It is the ’task and duty of the Christian church to-day to so 
spread the true fteltgion and true Americanism that our immigrant brothers will 
discover themselves living- in'harmony with the American spirit and ideals*
1
Burgess, Foreigners or Frlends,p* 89.
2 '
Shriver, Immigrant Forces. Chapter -fl*
11*
The Roman Catholic church has furnished the mainspring.andL.'backgroxuad for the 
lives of the majority of these immigrants* The church schools were practically the 
only means of education* In this way, the .Roman .Catholic church .wa^ the guiding'
power among the nations of southern Europe* The church speaks the
Educational
truth when she hoasts that she has never changed her doctrine
Background*
since the middle ages»
Mazzini and Garihaldi defied i;he papacy and were the leaders .in gaining Italian
freedom* The free thinker is ^convinced that freedom needs growth* This is the ‘reason
why so many of our immigrants lapse from the Catholic church* The peasants of southern.
Italy who had hut little opportunity, if any, for education are for the most oart
the Italian immigrants that come to America* The people have been taught hy the
church more about the ^premecy of the papacy, than the social welfare of the church’s
constituenwy. In each little foreign settlement of this country is found the parochial
school beside the church. Many'foreign language-schools, of both Protestant and Cathr-
olic faith are found in different sections of the United States. The teachers in
these foreign language schools have a very limited knowledge of the anglish language,
t
some do not speak it at all* A large percent of the school age children in our large
cities is found- in parochial echoolsc The very first impressions upon the minds of
these foreign children are prejudiced againSt“the free thinking of the American people
There are also higher institutions conducted in foreign language for training miff-
slOBarles and ministers* The children of foreign born parents will never become
Americanized by attending a foreign-language parochial school* America must insist'
upon the knowledge and use of the English language for the s^e of national unity*-
If there is no common language there can be no perfect assimilation of the spiritual
principles which are America’s ideals* The immigrant must be granted the privilege
of speaking, reading, and praying in his mother tongue; "but both young and'o‘ld must
2
also be taught,the knowledge and* use of English. It is the privilege of parents to
instruct their-Children in their native tongue for the sake of family unity; but it
is not the duty'of the state to provide such instruction. Since the school life 4s 
1 2 
*i^Brno-ks. Christiah Ainerieanization«p*p*48-52* Ibid.
the greatest opportunity for assimilation hoth'da^ and. nl^t school's imist he' 
provided for the henefit^of the immigrants who' wish to ■become Americanized. In this 
way both parents and children will have* the" opportunity of learning English.'
4
B. Cause of coming to the nev/ world.
Any person who gives up the citizenship in^his own land and ventures iiito a 
strange country where even the language is strange" to ‘him, Burely has some gbod 
reason for dhing so- Sbmetii^s, an irritation Of long slandi^ breaks .lobsfe, when
the last straw is added- whetheTr' it b’e heavy taxes or compuJjferjr
Political , . .j
military tra'ining, or perhaps inferior political conditions, each
Stability- , ^ ^ .
immigrant has had some hardship* cro^s his path which made him decide'
to take the adventuhohs step.
It is hard to determine just* *hat part the- foreign born ahe playing in our
national politics- The Irish are for Vhe most part'Democrats; while the* Germans,
the Scandinavians, and the Poles a'Te Republican- The foreign element has been much
1
neglected in regard to national politics- Some think that,if left to himself the 
foreigner will come unaided into a knowledge of our complex political problems. At 
times the immigrant problem becomes so alarming that It is cohsid'ered a mendce to 
political life. At ah early period^in our history,Tav/s were pas'sed to prevent'too 
many immigrants from becoming nalmralized. These laws demanded that no one be given 
the.privilege of voting until he had lived in thDs country twenty-one years; or hold 
public offices unless ha was a hative born citizen. To.-day, wisdom in the' choibfe' of 
a ‘hirth place does not proVe that a person' is the posfessor of the necessary quali­
fications which fit him for public Office.
On the other haftd. there are those who think bhat thfe immigrant, instead of 
being too eager to become a ‘citizen, i*s Uot eager' enough to avail himself of the 
opportunities offered to him for naturalization* Investigation by the United 
1
Brooks, Christian Amerlcanizatloiwu. 55*
States Commisglon ^hov/a that among the otter immigrants more than seventy per­
cent h^s become naturaUzed or holds -their first papers, wijth the exception of the
1
Jrench Canadians and Mexicans. The newer iimnigrants with a few exceptions average 
fifty percent. The numbers of the different-races vary so greatly that it is i^ 
possible to estimate the assimilation of the various groups. -The. Armenians appear 
to be the -most anxious to become -citizens. -3ome emplpyers resort to forced citizeit- 
ship in order to secure the-promotion .which the foreigner deserves. These employers 
are increasing-the fears of those who beO-ieve that the economic necessities .gf ^the 
inmigrant-makes it-impossible-fon him to vote independently.. However, a-new natural­
isation law passed in 1906 provides for greater uniformity in the diff-e,^ent .states 
and eliminates-much-of the -fcorruptrlochl political controls The present 
laws deny the privilege of citizenship to all- the yellow races. The candidate is 
tested on his knowledge of our history and language; and. .i.f he does not-show 
satisfactory knowledge is advised to attend night^gohool: where the desired knowledge
is-taught and is examined when he-apears again. * -
A fitting ceremony is often very .impressive as the foreigiier/eels-deeply ^sen­
timental over the fact that he is giving up the land of his birth* Jt is ^ot so 
much the process of-natucalization-that, conoernS'-America as the way the rights of- . 
citizenship are used. Many think that, our count-ry hag sacrificed much by permitting
the assimilation of all these diverse groups*
The immigrants from northern and western-Europe present very few political 
difficulties; but the inmigrants from, southern and-eastern .Europe meet with a pre­
judice which is difficult to overcome. Thgy are very those of northern and^
western Europe in dress, food, and amusement. Large co-lonies of them are found in 
those arts of our- cities where crime, and vice and corrupt politics flourish. They 
live together in the poorest-,and most ccyagested, and least desirable parts of our
Abbott, The Immigrant and the Community, p.248.
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large cities 'becauseiof tlxeir econoinic nec?ssi.lti«S' and ignorande of English* .On . 
the other hand, they are a selected group; for only the most ajfthitiousnmdertalce 
the journey to America and of those the most 'undesirable are rejected at the sea > 
ports*Their simple, honest, peasant-life has not fitted-them .for the temptations 
of our large cities. The police are forced to keep Tice out of other sections of 
our cities, so it is nnjustly thrust-upon the foreign sections. It is'dangerous to 
the welfare of «the nation to expose these foreigners to such-corrupt conditions.
In the past> the V/ard politicians hare had full authority to do as they pleaeed,* 
which generally resulted in bestowing favors upon their feiends rather than-en- 
forcing the laws. Because the immigrant -considers a job the most -important thing, 
he is willing to give his vote or his influence to show-lxis gratitude to the 
politician who secures one for him. Unknowingly, he often votes against his own 
and the city's. Interest. The foreigner has never been given the patient guidance 
and instruction in-our complex ele'ctioii system.-Therefore-the political bosses can 
use their- influence to control the vote of the foreign section. The foreigner -realiz® 
as well as the native born just what reforms are necessary, but under-the. system of 
boss control he often votes against his better judgment* If the presence of the
foreigner aids in bringing these evils-of boss control before the eyes of the .public,
2
he will have served us v^eai* Matters of state were largely controlled by thr church 
in Europe; and when brought face to face with American National, State, and Local 
politics the foreigner finds himself at a disadvantage*
America is known as a"Iiand of Liberty”. She was founded and settled with-a spirit 
of liberty. All men v/ere endowed with inalienable rights and all men were free and 
equal. America laid the foundation of freedom for the v/hole world. From the earliest 
Religious days of our history religious freedom v/^s sought- at the open -door, of 
Freedom. America hy refugees who we freeing-from European persecution. The 
native-born American does net have a real conception of this treasure of Religious 
t
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Liberty* Religious Liberty is a_pricele33 privilege wjiicb Aiaerioans enjoy* Aijierioa’s 
greatest glory lie3 .in the fact that she has been a land of refuge to thousands of 
persecuted people. Her greatness is not measured by her size, wealth, or population; 
but by her ideals. While America has fallen short of her idealistic dreams, she 
still clings to them and is determined to climb until she reaches her highest ideals. 
People from all over the-world, QuakerSi Irish, Germans, French Hugenots, Bohemians,
Catholics, Jews, Italians, Hungarians, and Russians haye- found*-America a place of
1
refuge and brotherhood^ It is the task of each American, to have- thfe honor of" his 
land so at heart that he will not suffer any one, not even the poor immigrant to 
be wronged. This is the only way in which we will be able to prove to the foreigner 
that our land is indeed a land of liberty. We must be true to the best in our past 
by fulfilling oxLT mission to humanity, and thus make secure the future of the nation 
we hold in trust.
The Russian persecution of the Jews was. perhaps the greatest received by any
nation. They have been driven from almost every country of Europe. Large numbers
♦
of them have settled in-Poland under Russian control^- Under the old regime they 
were excluded and denied so many privileges that we find the Jews of Russia either 
lending money or selling liquor. The*Attitude, of the Russian-government has been 
most hostile towand the Jewish race. Conditions were so xuibearable that many-came 
to America seeking refuge. They were denied the privilege of holding office; con­
ducting a religious service without-a permit from the police; they were compelled 
to serve in the arigy but were denied the privilege of becoming an officer;, e'x—
eluded from institutions of learning and punished for conducting manufactures and 
2
commerce. The Jew's -only relief was in flight -to the promised land.
Religious apd political-r'reasons have sent a great many immigrants to America, 






of Europe than either of the other two* The population in ^pite of the war, is so 
dense in southern Europe that the peasants find the fatfms too
Economic small to y^ield 'enough for hare existence much less pay the heavy
governmental -taxes* Since the war, industrial labor has decre'ased* 
High wages and plenty of wor^ jstarted'cthe immigration to America- The peasant 
believes that he can earn more wages for the amount of laboo expended here than he 
can back on his little struck farm with high rent and enoi‘mous toixes to pay* We 
know he is right* 2he most important reason for our economic superiority Is the 
fact that the country is- SO vast in comparison to the population, and endowed-with 
numerous natural renouroes* Another factor that makes the economic condition 
superior to that of Europe is the character of the early settlers who were the 
best both physically and intellectually, of the population of Europe* T^ir inde­
pendence and perseverance set them apart from the nations ,of. the world-
These two causes accoimt for the superior position .of the economic life of 
the American nation among the other nations. As these two -features -disappear so 
will America lose her position of economic superiority*
Many inmigrants come because they have been induced to become dissatisfied 
with-conditions in their homeland*-Earlier, immigrants have perhaps filled their 
minds with dreams of high wages and plenty- of vrork* Some are' induced- by exaggerated
stories told by transportation companies and labor agencies who encourage them to
2
come because of selfish motives* Many of these agents are returned immigrants, who 
display cheap jewelry to designate great wealth and give exaggerated accounts of 
their own experiences in America. This method has worn itself out and the peasants 
are not so-willing, to believe these cunning agents* Laws have been passed to pre­
vent these'ftisreprasentations, but these are still many violations. The-taxes in 





family inofime* This mates existence almost impossible among the poorer classes. /
Compulsory military serrices causes many to become restless* and dissatisfieds.witK
conditions in their homeland*-Some com e because of the success Of frj-ends who
left their district; 'likewise many do not come because of the failure of friends
I
who came’ to* America. The inmigration commission has--inrest-igated and learned that 
practically all of the present emigration from. Europe come for economic causes.
There are some'who 'leave -their-homeland because of religious and political pers.ecu- 
tion;but most of them are •eeking better ecpnomip couditione, not merely to*make a 
better living but to seek better conditions for the entire family; that is 'better 
wages, better opportunity for education the children, lower taxas which makes 
possible the purchase of a little home for the family.
Our country affords many such advantages since we have no peasant class* Even 
the poor has the opportunity od rising on a level with his countrymen*. On the medium 
sized farms in the middle west-which are, pented* on shares,' the peasjyjt cle^s^ whcr 
are accustomed to agricultural ^ork find a great opportunity; for they need not go 
to the expense of purchasing stock or machinery* and they take no risk, of being 
unable to pay the rent at the end of the year. These foreign people who were compelled 
to make their small farms yield as much as possible are able to mere than please 
the owner of the fann, for they have no trouble in producing fair crops on this 
comparatively new land* The (rermans and Hungaris^ns are taking advantage of this 
opportunity. The foreigner is gradually finding his way back to the farm on our 
uncultivated land of the west. Iji their pwn country they have farpis which-are .so 
small that the ovmers live in sociable little- vills^s; but on our western fapms 
the homes are so many miles hpart- that the- newcomers are- very Likely to bepome 
lonesome. The Italians seem to be- contented in the industrial cities wher^e -it is 
possible to live in- little colonies near theip work. The immigrant, has possible 
the expansion of industries in the United States. Foreign labor is cheaper than
1
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American laTsor, thus the manufacturer is able to, realize greater profits which* he-
invests in enlarging his prant. The seme is true in the* miming regions .of PennsylTfania
t
and our western minesi^ In these later days Europe has been av;ahened ‘'and'-tafeen on 
marked industrial •improvements so that the peolie' of northern* JJurope are na'lon^r 
tempted by the' economic advantages in our *cotint-ry«Their o-an country is looking after 
their? weJLfhre* Thb United 6tat‘es has its 07/n. problems of congestion and labor so 
the people of northern Europe-are conterijed to^remain at home* However, there are 
still great ^advantages for the -peasant of southern'Europe 5 and when he ^considers' 
his own condition and the advantages in* the'United States he considers it well V/orth 
his v;hile to migrate*
Another reason for this* change* in emigration from northern to southern Europe 
is due to the fact that since the more backward countries of southern.Europe, repre­
senting a lower standard of living, have begun to come; the people of northern 
Europe representing ’a’more adTanced*‘class*, -cea'Se to corae-^iThey are unwilling to be
classed with these inferior rAces* Each inferior race whi'ch comes to our shorea
2
Checks the advance of the earlier, more advanced races* This only proves that the
migration of to-day dis practically all for economic purposes.
»> *
C* Result of Initial Experiences*
The immigrant comes> from a -small organized' conmunity In his ovm land- to an 
entirely different kind of 'society in this country* He is usually taken in by his 
friends and relatives in this country and given Information concerning Americans 
customs by people of his own nationality. Often he is misinformed so that die -juay
furnish amusement’for the cfthers* He is*easily distin^ished'
Changed
froh ht^ friends by his dress and manners* In some case^the
Attitudes.





In other cases^-^he change -comeg about more- slowl/ because the imfai'gi^aiit liTeT~&iiiong 
his own people* He "bring with hinr certain habits, customs, traditions, *arui a sense 
of moral worth* In-his own-land-Jthese won for him self eespect and the-respect of 
his fellowmen* In this country his very personality, language, and deess-are made 
the occasion of his huriHriation* The -immigrant who held the respect of his community 
in his native land-finds himself ignored entirely in the rush of American life. He, 
who was reared bypious elders discovers his religious customs 'ridiculed by his 
American friends* The honest workmaa: who is the" laughing stock of the'* gang because 
he works v/hen the boss is absent s on learns to loaf with the gang, to avoid criticism* 
Coming in contact only with the vice and crime districts of our uities where the 
native -or American neighbors are more likely to make sport of him *th&n to instrdot 
him, the newcomer learns that the United States is very different from his exoecta- 
tions*
pHaving had very little Opportunity fo^’'*duc&,tiPn in their Own land, they find-
r
great difficulty in learning our strafigte language and customs* In their homeland, 
their agricultural labor‘was done by hand, but in this new country it is don e by 
machimery* They have had very little experience with governmeift
Initial
because of the pppression in their native lend. Many are so over-
Handicaps*
come with the conditions which are so contrary to their expOotatiftnS,
imaginations, and natural backwardness; that after a fev/ ^ears of toil in this- land
they quietly return to the old world and there live a peaceful life for the rest of 
1
their-days* Many plan to stay for only a few years, them return to-their families, 
buy a small piece of land, and settle in the old world. Here they are oompelled to 
live in crowded, -unsanitary rooming houses* Their only'means of recreation "is found 
in one of the community saloons* Despised because of foreign birth, their life is- 
one of loniliness and hark work* As these newer Iranigrants replace the older ones 
in daily toil because they are willing to work for lower wages, they bring upon them-
Burgess.. Foreigners or Friends,p*p*24"25*
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selves the hatred of the older inmigrants*'Thas the xinskilled workman with'hia.
long honrs of hard toll carries the burden' of the industrial plants to-day Other
immigrants take- over small businesses in which they usually makfe gjod.
If the immigrant» after saving enough money, decides 'to bring his wife and
family'to the United States,'his home conditions hecom^ changed. He Vas more room',
but he in turn takes in the newer immigrants whom he knew back in his little ^European
village- Thus the foreign colony in our land grows to be 'a lively little village.
Churches are built; national festivities and parties are the menns of retfreation.
These lively liyyle villages are only the means of separation from American life
and arresting assimilation. Foreign women find it difficult to adapt themselves to
America's modern means of sanitation- They struggle against tiiese nev/ conditions
inra strange land. Low wages and large femilies make it necessary to keep boarders
and roomers in order to provide the necessities of life. This means congestion and'
lack of privacy in their home 1 ifs'-"^ Like conditions sehd the women into the factory,
f.
and the children to work as soon as they are permitted to leave school.
The children see the great new life of America during the fov/ years which they 
are permitted to spend in the public schools* If sent to a parochial school, they, 
like their parents, miss the opportunity of mixing with the Americans on a common 
level. In the public schools the children learn the American customs and the English 
languago.Beeause they have a desire to dress as the American children, them Is a 
confusion in the home. The parents, not willing to tak^ on these new chstoms and 
dress become the objects of ridicule for their children. The result is' a break in 
the unity of the home.
The "Padrone" systertf of exploitation is by far the most TuSfair and unjust way 
of taking advantage If the new inmigrant. It is a means of'exacting large sums of 





signs a contract before leaviiig ^ope, and upon Ixis arrival, in Aiaerica ij^l^ced 
in the "padrone’s" boarding house,and given work to do in his little shop in return
2T
for very small wages, which only pay for his board and room* He is 
kept here in seclusion* This the new comer accepts in good faith;
Ejcploitation*
but when he once learns how he has been mistreate^L, instead of exposing the, person 
who has thus taken advantage of him, he, in turn, becomes a "padrone" himself. The 
"padrone" knows he is safe as long as the immigrant is kept in confinement. Credit 
>res are often unfair to the foreigner who does not speak English. Foreign bankers
are not always honest in the exchange of foreign money. Steamship complies induce
them to purchase tickets for an indirect route to their destination. Quack doctors, 
clever real estate men, and others both, native and foreign bora exploit the immigrant 
There are countless devices used for getting possession of any valuables the inaai- 
grant may have brought with him. Many of these exploiter^ are former immigrants,who, 
because of a common language, can more easily gain^the, conf^-dence of the newcomers. 
The Emigration Commissioners have eliminated ranch of this exploiting but are \mable 
to prevent the dishonest work in the interior of the country.
A group of brokers took it upon themselves to build a hospital for the care of 
dependents to avoid the necessity of placing them in a public hospital at public 
expense. It was their plan to care for them .at a very small ojcpense. An investigation 
later discovered conditions of extreme neglect. The sick and dying were found on 
straw beds on the floor with dead bodies in their midst. The worst kind of food, 
purchased at a very low price,Kas given to them. The founders of the institution 
were indeed becoming rich at the expense of the tuafortunates.
Often an earlier immigrant, who has a knowledge of English, acts as an agent 
of employment, because of the newcomers ignorance of our language. The employer pays 
a certain specified sum for each laborer furnished; the agent in turn, furnish^ the 
laborer at a very lov/ rate, thus realizing the difference as profit* The v/age to the 
foreigner is kept at a minimum because of the steady supply of new immigrants who 
are constantly seeking work and are willing to work for a very low vrafe in order to
^2
t
a jo'b upon arrival. Their life here is hard' v?hen compared with the -feeel^ American 
life or the life in-the^ little village which they left hehind. Yet they always have 
the hope of a better faturei more money, freedom of'oppression of the homeland,per& , 
sonal freedom, adventure, hotter education for their-children, and lastly, the hope 
that some day they will he able to return to their homeland and live as one of the 
well-to-do.
Many arise from these trying days Mid become able, responsible, and successful 
citizens. They prove what could be done with the Old world under a different form 
of government and different childhood training. However, all foreigners are not
benefited by their personal freedom in American;^ life. High
Disillusions.
wages in the manufacturing districts during the war relieved 
much'of the uj^ftlthy condition; but since the war all are drifting back into d;he 
same unsanitary condition which existed before the war. The people of southern 
Europe are naturally very careless about the cleanliness oJf'the home; and with 
the constant influx of nev; immigrants, they are even more careless, making the 
solution of the health question very difficult. The strain of the nev/ and atrangfe 
conditions of living and the long hours of hard toil are so different to their 
expectations that many" of the newcomers -lose hope*. The 'future seems so uncertaim, 
there is ‘a sense of loneliness which leads' to a nervous tension. Because there' is 
no opportunity for recreation to relieve this tension, they fall into ways of law­
lessness and drunkeness. This state of mind grows because of the social isolation 
of these foreign colonies. The result is- often disasterous to our industries. Loss 
of work makes the immigrant so viscious that he v/ill become a mnace unless America 
takes an interest in the foreign population who cbme seeking better living conditibns. 
V/hen brought before the courts of justice, the immigrant who is 'ignorant-of the 
English language, is often accused of crime by exploiting lawyers when tn-^eality 
he is not guilty. This also creates a feeling of revenge towards the country as a 
1
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whole. If hail is needed, the local saloon-keeper or a pretending friend are amply 
paid for firnishing-it. Dishonest lawyers often have case delayed for*the purpose 
of-collecting lextra money fromrfriends and relative^-of the person:-in <uestion« D\iring 
this time the accused person is kept in jail «.wd cannot help his^family earh itS'daily 
food* Cases of this kind give the foreigner the- idea that justice is a thing-to he^ 
hOTight with money o» favors* in our country* If thdy^cannot provide enough to satisfy 
the dishonest lawyers they resort to lav/lessness* • ‘ .





A coraarunity is a numher of -persons living xmder similar dondit-lons or circum-
1
stances. The word "polyglot" pertains to many different languages* The person who 
is versed in many di-ffernt languages is termed a polyglot. A hook v/ritten in many 
different languages-or-translations is a polyglot. In like manner 
the community containing people of many different languages might 
he called a polyglot Tcdmmunity. The little colonies of- forei^ 
speaking peoples seem to cluster together in the ’Same section-of 
our cities because they have sd much in common.- They are -strangers in a strange* 
land. The -new Italian immigrant seeks the Italian colony; the Irish seek their 
Irish friends; The Poles seek the'-Polish group,' and -so oh. The different colonie’s 
are so .close or perhaps -intenningled so that they form a large foreign oommuntty, 
namely,-the "polyglot consnunity.These foreign speakingrsettlement^ are indeed a 
raUnher of persons living under similar, circumstances; hut speaking many'different
languages. They migrated for similar reasons and are subject to the same conditions 
in this country* If America Is -to become -the home of these foreign people with their 
strange .customs--and ideals, there must he a sa>lutiou to the problem. If America 






social welfare of our nation*
The church mast 'rise to th6 solution of this problem. The public schqbl takes 
care of the children; but the church is the glace- where the problems of all age_s 
rmist be solved. The foreign friends are very sensitive on the subject of religion,
yet all believe in some divine power? Most of them are Homan Catholic
Perils
and build a church of their faith as soon as their settlement is
-and
large enough*- These churches the Homan .CatholiCf churchy aims tp take
Problems*
xmder their control when fairly organized* It demands that the title 
of the property be made over to the bishop* The fierce spirit of liberty seems- to -»■ 
have taken root in the hearts of these foreign people. For they refuse to give up 
their rights to a strange authority* Many sources of friction exist between the 
Roman Catholic orders in this land and the other world* Sooner or later the new 
comers-become dissatisfied with the Catholic dictates and break av;ay from their 
church entirely*
Here is-a great peril for AiiKJrica. Shall v/e allow these millions of forej^gn 
speaking people ■to remain unchurched in our midst? In their native land there was 
but one church. How can the Protestant church satisfactorily explain the existence 
of its many denominations?
There are more Italians than any other foreign speaking class in, our country 
to-day, and they have drif-ted away from practically ^11 religious faith and practicea 
There are atheistic and anarchistic groups among them v/ho protest against any form 
of religion'or gdverniJ»nt* The socialistic, idea is prevalent in the Italian 
communities*
Agehcies have been organized to protect the nev/comer against these views and 
to aid all to become American Oitizens in a true sense of the word. These agencies 
need the cooperation of all native Americans* 
t
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The Secratary of Conmerc© and Labor is the head of this great emigration problem* 
Cooperation flis special workers ate t^ie emigration commissioners, wh6 
v/ith look-after the welfare of’the-iniraigrants upon ^rival, and
Community protect our own welfare by rejecting the undesirables. They
Forces. do not look after the welfare of the immigrants after they
journey inland. Some states have welfare bureaus but unless 
notified of the arrival, they are unable to locate" the newcomers. This connectikig 
link between the national and local agencies is not at all perfect,beoSu3e the 
..mmigrants are oi^ten influenced to leave their train before reaching their destination. 
This part of the work is very complex. The local vrork can be handled in a muc'h more 
satisfactory way* Progress is slow but the contacts which are made give encouraging 
tesults. The"National Americanization Consnittee, The Bureau of Education, the Hed 
Cross, and'the National Housing Association are some of the national agencies which 
have made investi^tions, and after a survey of^ -fehe situation, have seen the need 
of much patient' work among the foreign sections. The Red Cross has done much work 
through the'ir local agencies.
The local Y.M.C.A.with'its pioneer work in Americanization in our Manufacturing
2
plants has taught the stranger our language and some vital civic forms. This has’ 
been closely followed up.by the Y.¥/.C-A.classes among the foreign girls.In a few 
of our large cities the 'Forum has been established, giving'an opportunity to tde 
person,who has prejudiced ideas and suspicions, to express his views and also 
obtain the viewpoint of the educated people who have taken the time to make a 
study of national prbMems. Seeing that the Y.M.C.A. and the Y.W.C.A* cannot reach 
all ages of the foreign bom, another approach was made through the public scho’ols. 
The millions of children in our public schools have been the greatest means of 
taking American ideas and ideals into th&-foreign home. Although parents do not 
1
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always welcome these American cnstoms^ there is great hope for the 'future of the
children wh-^ remain in the public schools* Realizing the importance of this Work,
the hoards of education in various localities have organized night classes for the
purpose of teaching English t6 the foreign people* Here they are inhtructed hy
sympathizing te'achers, and here they not only learn to read and speak English; hut
also learn much concerning the life and costoms of the American people* As they
begin to realize that not all Americans are grafters and unsympathizing, -gradually.
they gain confidence in them* The few-who attend night school, in turn, try to
teach others who are too backward to attend school, or perhaps by their enthusiasm
attract more to the night school* The work must be made very simple and entertaining;
for these people have but little educational backgrotind and come to class after a 
1
long day of toil*
After the immigrant has a reading knowledge of English, he is able to -use our
public libraries and there learn rtiAfiy t’bihgs about which he is too timid to inquire.
One great hindrance i's that, our libraries are used too little by those who are able 
2
to read English#
7/hile the public schools reach the educational side of the community life, 
they do not reach the spiritual side* Here is the task* of the Protestant church* 
Wherever the Protestant' church is most active the Roman Catholic church is found 
to be doing real constructive work for its people* The Protestant church always 
serves as a stimulus to the Catholic church* Whenever the Protestant church is not 
active or entirely absent, the Catholic church is more autocratic and exacting in 
its d'emands*
The world war has shovm us h3w absurd it is to think that while the Americans 
go quietly about their daily task of making money and enjoying life, the immigrant 
by some miracle will be made over into a staunch American without our aid* The
1
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proTjlem of assimilation is not to be solved so easily. It means work and planning 
to enable these foreigners to overcome their superstitions and prejudices, which 
have become so deeply rooted by the agents of exj)oitation and personal indifference 
of the Americans* The day of indifference Thosey^fho ai*e not ^eatly concemdd
about the welfare of the immigrant are bitterly opposed to his being her e. This is 
but one step towards the great av/akening* The states which were once considered the 
centers of American education, and most active in the activities of American Liberty 
are now examples oC a startling increase of illiteracy* This is dixe to the fact that 
so many of the foreign people are contented to stay in our large eastern cities# One 
might well stop to consider whether our new-borninterest in the people of foreign 
birth grew out of love for our fellowman, or whether it is caused from fear for the 
future of our great republic,
Americanization means the appreciation and acceptance of American standards#
The program which will win is the one which is mos^ simpl e, natural, and human, 
and the least self-conscious. Volunteer service of private citizens and people of 
political and social influence must be enlisted vn.th the church of Jesus Christ to 
put this program across* There must be cooperation of all classes of people*
The Fourth of July is coming into prominence as Naturalization day* The natural­
ization ceremony is becoming more solemn and dignifded, thus meaning much more to
the persons giving ap all bonds to their native land and taking the oath of allegiance 
t
to a new country#
1
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PART TWO
THE ROLE OF THE INSTXTUTIOJfAL CHURCH.
The Institutional Church is a new term which has not “been fully defined.
It has heen applied to amny forms of church programs in the past Tevr years. Here
it will he spoken of as a single church, functioning as the organized expression
of the religious life which maintains an adequate program of service fot the
1
conzmmity as a whole*
The sectarian method of organizing the religious life is divisive and inhibits 
rather than helps the true functioning of the spiritual life of the community. There 
is no reason why the community should n^t function as a whole in spiritual,social, 
and educational things as well as in civic matters. A church functioning in these 
matters may he called an institutional church. It may he either non-denominational 
dr denominational, hut non-denominational churches lack vision and persistence.
The denomination must come to the fact that its task is to secure the whole 
life .of the community. It must make its terms of membership so broad that any 
person willing to subscribe to the requirements which Jesus Christ laid down for 
membership in the church of Godj could become a member of the church. It must pro­
vide for the administration of the sacraments so.as to satisfy the desires of all 
v/orshiping elements of the conraunity. It must have a passion for the well-being 
of the community life as a whole, in its spiritual life, its industrial life, its 
play, its education, its homes, its government, its beauty, and its comforts. It 
must be a church of "All Nations"» where the many different peoples are fused in 
one melting pot making them one brotherhood, eventually. It must have the power
and p\irpose to serve the whole community in its whole life and thereby aid in
2
bringing the "Kingdom of Cod" among men.





A churoli whicti lives -for itselrf -is not and cannot te an institutional chuccb*
9JIe that saveth his life shall lose it” Is as true of the church as,it is of in-
dividxials* It jnast he ahlr to administer 'to every need of the xonmunity life, and
especially to the immigrant population* Its leadership should demand that every
person shoxild have the fullest possible spiritual and cultural'development* It
must he ahle to sufficiently provide 'every person and ev€ry home-wi-th the nedes«»i
sities and the comforts of a normal life; where want and'poverty shall not exist
and where every child shall have the right of a complete education* It should ha
a place where the in-dwelling spirit of God is the promoter of every motive and
1
the arbiter of every good issue*
Another essential for such a church is that it should have a perfect and 
detailed knowledge of the condition of life prevailing in the consnonity, and a 
knowledge wherein these conditions differ from the ideals of a perfect Christian 
conaidnity* Such information must -he- Qhtaine's 'by a carefally conducted survey, 
which ^il'l reveal the facts of the community as a-whole* Jt will reveal whether 
or not the field is a losing or paying proposition from the standpoint of the 
Kingdom by showing the numerical trend of the church work. It will po-int out the 
line along which ^he community,- if a'losing community, might be .redeemed* Th6tt, 
too, it v/ill reveal the logical location for nev/,ijhTirch buildings and ^whether or 
not there has been the absence, of foresight or vision .of the trend of the church
opportunity, and the misplacement of effort for the larger result in the work of
2
the Kingdom.
The institutional should be ade(iuately eq.uipped with bujildings v/here the ed­
ucational, social,,' and spiritual Jife of the .community can be fostered* Not only 
must there be rooms .and floor «pace enough for these things, but the buildings 
must be properly planned and furnished for these varied activities of the com-
Aumaoi , Coxmcil of Cities, Report of 1921,"What Constitutes a Succesful 
Church." 5*P*2^-27*
Carroll.The Community Survey.n.p* 18-19*
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inanity lif6* The church- as-a center for the commanity life niust he more attractive 
than any other building* in the corarrrunity* The furnishingg, location, and attractive­
ness of the buildings should make the church a prominent'meeting Ji’lace for all 
functions within the coratmmivty*
The important part, of the institutional church is its staff* The fact must
be considered that no one man can adequately take care of all the religious interests
1
of an institutional church# There must be a distinct head of the institution with 
a staff of co-workers for every major activity within the church* There should^be 
a minister over every leading nationality that worships within the ehurch. There 
should be a full-time director of recreation and social events; a church visitor; 
a secretary; a choir director; a religious education director; a director of 
industries; and a children*swork director* Under each of these heads will be msn^y 
part-paid and voluntary workers* If the work is to be done properly, the head of 
each department.niust.be a'trained Worker* Each of these trained workers should 
be a voice heard beyond the four walls of*the church* Each should be a vital 
conscience in the center of the city, speaking out as the prophets of old on 
great moral questions* This does not mean that each should be a self-appointed 
oorrecter of everyone^ a trumpeter of his own infallibility, neither should he 
assume to distribute divine judgments or hurl denunciation, but to let his per­
sonality be the best asset and the main dynamic* The church workers are the 
trustees of the vrorld*s religious- ideals* They-must translate the message of 
Master to the outside world by their dailjr lives; as men and women who will be 
walking sermons, and talking beatitudes, men and women who can make the spirit 
of Christ incandescent in all pblitical, social'^ and -indu^strial life of the 
comnrunity* Only such leaders cah ever hope to build the city of Cod* They must 
be the guiding elements in. making the church the center from which radiate lead-
1
Mitchell* Council of Cities.Report of 1921, "The Church Staff: Its Blace and
Function," p*30.
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in^ and. redeeming inflxienceg. ' - -
In mQSt of the large -cities of Amer'ica we find no such organization to-day.
Two-thirds of the on© hundred leading cities of America report no institutional
churches, and one-third of the remaining principle cities claim hut ode such plant
for each. Because some churches furnish their members with social facilities, we
should not mark them as institutional churches- Tlw Catholic churches have many
well-housed organizations whose memhefs enjoy adnantages; physical, literai*y,
social, and religious; hut their activities do not take J>lace'within the'‘church '
huildings. They are organizations outside of the church, hut under the jurisdic-
1
tion of the church.
A* Morgan Memorial.
In Boston there is one of the strongest of institutional churches. A perusal
of the' year hook of Morgaii'MenlOi'^ia'l' in that city gives a-typical picture of the
conditions of affairs in a strong institutional conbnunity. -
The list of huildings consists of (l) The Church Of All Uafions, (2) The
Good-Will Industries, (?) The Se'avey Settlement, (4) The Seavey Chapel, (5) Hope
Chapel, (6) Children's Settlements (7) Morgan Stores, (8) Warehouses, (9) South
Athol -a summer camp, (10) Lucy Stone, a fresh air camp, a3id(ll-) The-Morgan Memorial 
2
Clinic.
Morgan Memorial purposes to promote the practice of its tieal of'loving-ser- 
vice to humanity” throughout its parish. There'are nearly thirteen hundred children 
from the parish in its children’s settleme3it;nearly four thousand person^ v/ho
work in its industries every yea-r; neafly one thousand me'n who
Purposes.
are guests in the Seavey Settlement yearly; nearly twent'y-five 
thousand persona of many nationalities who live In its 'iia^ghhorUdod; one hundred 
1
Leete, The Church in the City.p.p.176-177.
2
Prospectus and Manual of Morgan Memorial, 1 922,p.p.13-'14.
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■thousand customers wha tivade in its stores and nearly one hundred thousand, who
contrihutll^'through the .goodwLll* hags every year. It is such a parish that the
church makes nearly twohundred fifty thousand contacts every year. This statement
of what Morgan Memorial purposes to promote followed hy a statement of actual
t
facts is very illuminating. In nineteen hundred twenty-three, Morgan'Memorial’s
Children’s-Settlement enrolled over fifteen hundred children and young people in
its many activities. This cost in round figures fifteen thousand dollars. The
industries gave work to a little over three thousand different needy persons, who
were paid one .hundred fourteen’thousand dollars, threfe Idmdred dollars in wages
and relief. Nearly one hundred -thoiisand customers patronized Morgan stores where
they purchased the renovated articles they needed for about one hundred eighty
thousand dollars. This income v/as spent in wages to the needy and in the up-keep
.of the plant. There were over seven hundred different men as guests at the Seavey
.Settlement during ‘the winter months^ and were^ given an opportunity to make good
and re-gain their-self-hespect'once more. This service cost in the neighborhood
2
of eleven thousand dollars, a large part of which the men earned themselves.
According to these facts Morgan Memorial was emphasizing the physical and 
social needs of the peo{)le above the spiritual* althou^Morgan has steadily in­
sisted upon doing all that is possible to be done physically and socially, it has 
hot neglected the spiritual'! for Morgan’s aim is and .ever will be to keep Christ 
and His gospel in the hearts and minds of the people.
The Church staff of Morgan 2femoria'l consists of the Minister,*'Pastor, two 
colored-Ministers, five foreign speaking Pastors, Church visitors. Parish Wel­
fare Representative, Musical Director, liinister of''Education,
Staff.
P '^sident of’(Jood-wlll Club, President of Ladies.’ Aid, Young 
Peoples* Director, Social Engineer, Supervisor of Childeen’s Settlement and 
t




Director of Americanization. Associated with these full-time workers are nine
'Boston University students doing part-time work in various fields of- service.
This does not take into consideration the various custodians and helpers that
are vitally connected with the Institution. Under the supervision of these workers
there are many activities listed*'which serve to illustrate the diversity of
Morgan Memorial’s interests* A ?/eek-day schedule will he. taken under consideration
herej- Any Tuesday; Morning Chapel Service, Employment Bureau Devotions, Employment
Bureau opens,Industries'open. Day Kindergarten, Workers’ Brayer Keeting> Ministers*
Staff Meeting! Week-day Church School,Violin lessons,Ihdustrial classes,Primary
Blue Birds Jr.,1,2,5, Industrial classes- Junior, Junior girls gym, dramatic cluh.
Industrial classes- Intermediate, conference -suppers. Intermediate girls gym,
dramatic cluh. Industrial classes- Senior-and Intermediate, Senior girls gym,
class meeting, Italian children’s classes. Vocational guidance, Americanization
classes, Italian*Band Rehearsal,‘Senior cluh girls, Italian Dramatic Cluh, Italian
choir rehearsal. Colored social hour, Seavey Mssion and at various- times a few 
1
others. ' .
B. St* George's Church - New York.
The year hook of St. George’s Church'of New York is a volume that gives-a 
fine account of the work done in that Parish. It is an institutional church
which runs its business in an executive v/ay, that- is, as near
Statement of
like a "business house as possible. It has twoessential elements.
Facts.
to execute as far as administration is concerned and it carries 
these two out in an executive way. In this church, power must" first he consentrated 
in the possession of a small company -of responsible persons, and these he so dis- 
sen^inated that even the humblest worker shall have some of it and shall work with 
a sense of freedom of initiative and of personal loyalty. In.this small company 
of workers the work is divided into two groups- one charged with temporalities,
Actual V/orking Knov/ledge of Schedule.
1
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the other with spiritualities^ The group that directs the temporalities is the 
corporation; the spiritualities, the staff. The corporation is composed of two 
wardens and nine vestrymen with the Reotpr as leader.
The staff is conq>osed of the Hector, four assistant Ministers, *Rector’.s 
secretary, the organist, three deaconesses, three parish workers, the trained
nurse. Student Associates, and Director of'Boys* work. The^e Officers
Staff.
serve in.the many .actiyities that take place in the different buildings 
of the plant. The buildings are. the Church and Eectory, The Memorial House, The 
Deaconess House, the trade school and the Sea-side cottages.
A quotation from one of the phamphlets of St George will show v/hat the church 
is doing for the people of its parish. "St. George’s Protestant Episcopal Church 
at Stuyvesant Square overlooks the downtown section of the great east side. Its 
congregations are drawn both from the immediate neighborhood and from the uptown 
part of the -city. For over one hundred years it has stood for broad evangelical 
religion anS. has sought to be a help and an inspiration among all sorts anH con­
ditions of people* Only those who believe in a church of free pews, -and who feel
the spirit of democracy in religious worshiu are likely to be drawn to its ser - 
1
vices.
"St. George’s is an Institutional chruch. It 1ms clubs, organizations, and 
societies whose object is to teach and help, to inspire and entertain all who 
can be reached. For so great an undertaking it seeks to enlist volunteer helpers, 
men and women, who are required to give definite and regular services in behalf 
of those among whom the ne^d exists.
"St. George’s is a place of the hand, the head,and the heart and can therefore 
maJce an appeal to all, by whatever naiae they call themselves, who believe in 
liberal Christian views and in Chrisrim brotherhood. Y/e believe in the gift of 
self, as an expression of that kind of faith which combines deep spiritual con—
1
Year Book, St» Georgre’s Church.
viotion with, practi-cal consecration•
"St* George’s Church is loyal to those historic traditions, established by 
its distinguished and broad-fliinded supporters whose religion meant service, and 
who combined an institution with inspiration* They left the heritage of a church, 
peculiar for the reverence of its devotions, the simplicity of its forms, the 
democracy of its spirit, the liberty of its pulpit, the freedom of its sittings, 
the heartiness of its worship, and the privilege of fell'^wghiii and work* It wel- 
comes whoever comes and urges a definite membership."
Cl Parish of Trinity Church*
The year hook and register of the Parish of Trinity C^ttrch of the city of
Nev/ York is another book that gives an insight into the working of institutional
^ churches-r It. is quite* different from the other churches mentioned
Chapels*
because' it'^has nine chapels which are located at different 
points in the city* The institutional topics which are listed in the year book 
are as follows:- T»*inity College scholarships, Parish day schools, cooking, beds 
at St Mary’s Hospital for children, beds at the House of the Holy Comforter,free 
Activities. church home for incurables, burial place for the poor, work 
among'the immigrants, burial place for the clergy, beds at the Presbyterian Hos­
pital, night school-, midday servicesi guilds for men and boys, guilds*for girls 
and women, the seaside home, young men’s clubs, boy scouts, noonday club for 
deaf mutes, shut-in society, boy's grill. Parish library, employment bureau, 
singing classes, night school for Italians, military drill, open air services,
children’s playground, lenten sewing class., emergency relief, sewing society and
1
many others* A fine piece of work is being done by this wonderful church*
a
1
Year Book, Parish of Trinity Church*
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D. ST.Bartholomew*s'Paclsh*
Another church that has attracted much attention is St. Bartholomew’s Church
in New York City. It is similar to the others in the fact that it has many actiT-
1
ities. A list of activities might enlighten some other parish.
Activities.
The church is organized into the parish organization; The Parish 
House; The Parish House Chapel;' Swedish Church; Chinese Church; oluhs for men, 
women, hoys, and girls; fresh air work;hureaus; clinics; hospitals^ .«omen*s -Axixil- 
iary; kindergarten^ Swedish Church School; Loan Association, and many others. For 
this type of work St. Bartholomew’s receipts amount to .five hundred seventy thous- 
• and, three hundred eighty dollars and ten cents for the year nine-
Hecelpts.
teen hundred twenty-three • The dishursements amounted to five * 
hundred seventh-six thousand, forty nine dollars and ninety-six cents, leaving 
a deficit of ten thousand, thirty-three dollars and forty-eight cents. A large 
portion of this is paid hy endowment. The list of•paid workers for the institution 
is two hundred thirty-two, some full time, some part time, with a paid choir 
numbering fifty.
E. Church of the Holy Trinity.
Another prominent Episcopal Church of marked institutional character is -the 
Church of the Holh Trinity located at Brooklyn, New York. The aim of this church 
has not '^een t^j.make Episcipalians or Protestants hut to make better
Aim
men and v^omen, spiritual and Christian people. It has not been content
and
simply to provide facilities for cleanliness'and recreation; hut has
Activities.
also aimed through the personalities and influences of the workers to 
reach the souls of hoys and girls, men and women* All have had opportunity for 
social intercourse, amusement, recreation, instruc-tion in sex questions,..handcraft 
work, kindergarten courses, sewing school, millinery, cooking, embroidering.
t
Year Book, St. Bartholomew’s Parish.
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1
dancing, physical exercises, and other minor activities* 
P* Christ’s Church Cathedral.
A little farther west are located two other Episcopal Churches that are
doing much along institutional lines^ Christ’s Church in Cincinnati and'Christ’s
2
Church Cathedral in Louisville* The latter church is doihg a great service among 
the people of its parish* There are many activities listed in the
Activities*
y'='ar hook which interest both young and old.There are cluhs for 
men, women, hoys, and girls, hoyS’ industrial cluhs, hoy scouts, girls’ friendly 
societies, mothers* cluhs# parent-teachers* cluhs. Junior League sewing Committee, 
deaf mutes organisations, Interdemominational Missionary^Union, and English 
Classes for non-English speaking people* It has among its recreational facilities, 
swimmimg pools, gymnasium, work shop, special school for defective children and 
other iQidertakings*
It will sufice to «ame as farther eacamples: St* Luke's, Philadelphia; St*
Luke*3,Scranton, Pa*; St* Paul’s, Rochester;St* Paul’s, Buffalo*
CJ* Ifetthewson St* M.E*,Providence.
Among the Ifethodist Churches Matthewson Street Church of Pnovidencw is 
usually cited as a unique institutional ch\irch* The building which-houses -this 
church is five stories high, used for various forms of religious
Building
and and social work* The basement houses girls* and hoys* club rooms.
Type of work*
banquet- room and kitchen*- The reception room and th^ pastor’s 
study occupy the next floor* The church auditorium occupies the entire second, 
floor. Epv/orth League headqxiarters and’.church gallery obcupy the third floor 
and the top floor contains gymnasium, locker rooms, shower baths and apattments*’ 
The work of the church is done without respect to nationalities or creeds* 
Jews, Catholics, asod Protestants meet in the church and clubs on a common basis.
1
Year Book, Church of the Holy .-Trinity*
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H* First Presbyterian Church, Pittsburgh.
The budget -f this church is one handred thousand dollars with more than 
half of it going to running eroenses. It is a church which has a very helpful
institutional department. The church has developed its educational
Educational
facilities to such a de^ee that men, v/omen,and children are better
Facilities 1
and able to find their places in the world and in the life of the church
Activities. Secular as this may seem there is no work that does not have a 
religious aim and object.
^rnong the activities are the Sunday afternoon clubs for men, boys* and girls* 
clubs,women*s work societies, sewing societies, sewing school, mothers* meetings, 
industrial girls* gym classes, swimmimg classes, noonday meetings, Bible classes, 
milk for babies, district nurse,and city missionary.
I* Grace Baptist Church, Philadelphia*
One of the best known churches of an institutional type is the Grace Baptist 
Church of Philadelphia. It is considered the first institutional churcfi in America. 
The ch^^^oh was built in the year eighteen hundred ninety and at the present time 
its membership runs well over the three thousand mark. The church has the unique 
honor of having organized a university which gives instruction to nearly four 
thousand students in law, arts, sciences, theology, medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, 
engineering, pedagogy, and business. The university is now an independent institution 
equipped for the Education of the working class of people. Among the organizations 
of the church are the missionary socieities, Istdies* aid,young
Activities.
women’s association, business men’s league, young men'*s association,Bible school,
singing clubs. King’s sons, and King’s daughters, employment bureau, and athletic
_ __ 2
clubs. Much credit is due the pastor Dr. Cromwell for its marked success.
1
Year Book, Firat Presbyterian Church. Pittsburgh.
2
Pamphlets, and Bulletins of Grace Baptist Church. Philadelphia.
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Institutionalism has "been tried hy many other denominations hut seemingly 
has fallen short of the great objective. These few above mentioned give us an 
idea as to the meaning of the institutional church.
P1B(P THREE
PAHJ? .TKTO
PBOPOSED PROGRAM FOR MWING THE CHALOTGE TO TM CHRISTIAH CHURCH.
A. Determination of type of program needed#
To determine, the -type of pro^am needed we ma^t know the comniunity in which 
the church is located.- We most knQw its location, its population, its pOTerty, 
its sorrows, its-joys, its .intellectual-complications, .Its-failures, its successes 
its industrial conditions. Its social abuses a&d re^'^lrements, and many.other things 
which: YTOuld give us a aore accurate knowledge of the religious element in-the 
community# In the ^ast the chief function of the church hasrbeen to save the in- 
dividuali This- must continue to be the chief function but not the only function#
The' church must now recognize the fact that social conditions affect t^ spiritual 
side of life, and that spiritual Conditions affeqt the social side of the whole 
cbnnmmity lifeas-well the ^ivldpal^ life# The church must be aw^e. to the 
social conditions w^ich doom the-millions to hopeless poverty, wretchedness pufl 
sin, and to its weakness ^d sinful neglect in remaining at ease so long as social 
conditions endure# The church must understand these conditions and stand back of 
every J.nd^vldp«l life for the physical, political, ipdpstrial. economic, and social 
conditions -which' have made him what he is. To adequately administer to the needs 
0f the individual- we must know the needs of the community# This knowledge is not 
opinion, nor guess work, not hearsay, nor second hand information; but knowledge 
based, upon scientific investigation which will lead to accurate and .practical 
conclusions# The community survey is the means by which the church can visualize 
these needs#
^Accurate religipus knowledge about the comraonity is the first essential in 
a church efficiency program, because the primary function of the church is spiritual.
1
Carroll .The- Community--Survey in Relation to Church Efficiency#
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A conmajity survey* aasists'the^clmrch in carrying outJihis function, "by removing 
the first difficulty .with which every e'xpef^lenced pastor- is almost
Value of
sure to meet when he .undertakes to direct his church in any- aggres-
Community
sive service, social or evangelistic* That difficulty is to deter-
Survey*
mine his constituency* A community-survey'meet's this hy giving the 
the pastor an accurate record of those to whom his church has a right And ah oppor­
tunity to minister* When the survey is scientifically correct and is followed up 
hy systematic and continuous effort, it will he of permanent value* Cases~of--real 
need, both temporal and spiritual, are brought to light; undeposited certificates
of chxirch membership ere Jfoundrcand many new church and* Sunday School homes will 
1
be established*"
Dr. Carroll says that the value of the community survey is further evidenced 
by-the service they may render in the following particulars*
"They vrill reveal, in an old field, whether on not the field is a gaining or 
losing proposition-from the standpoint -of the Singd’om*
"They will point out on the one hand, the lines along which a field, if a 
losinr field, might be redeeflied; and, on the other, if a v/inning field, they will 
point -out the line^ along which run its greatest possibilities*
" They will assist in determining to what extent a missionary field is worthy 
of missionary support. . “ ^
"They will reveal the' logical location for new church buildings*
" They will show whether a consolidation of church fields would 'be wise and 
feasible*
" They will discover whether or not. there is an overzealousness between the
Protestant denominations in emphasizing denominatiaiis!Ir~lines, as ie* sometimes-
2
expressed in the multiplicity of church building."
Through the cooperation of the students in the School of Bellglous Education 
and Social Service and the staff of the Parish Welfare Bureau of Morgan Memorial,
1 2 
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a strikiiag example of an adequate'^gbclal and religious survey was coatrlbated to
Boston Methodism. The purpose of this particular survey was
A typical survey;
to show to the local church, through' a statistical and graphic
Morgan Memorial.
mirror. Its challenges and its bpportuniti'es: A typewritten 
report of this survey is found in a volxune of one hundred fifty-nine pages. In­
cluding thirty-eight statistical tables and ei^ty-four visual' in^erpretatiuns-
1
maps, graphs, and diagrams In a pho'tostat process.
In the survey of this parish there were four major fields covered. First, 
there wn« the social life;including ifwaidential facts, race and nationality, 
American citizenship and illiteracy, social welfare agencies and institutions, 
and gainful occupations: second, there was the religiods life of the domnnmity; 
including Churbhes in the community, Protestantism and non-Protestantism and 
Denominationalism: third, the child life of the corammity; including, population 
of children, public school children, children"a^ religious life, children ih 
clubs and classes; lastly, a statistical mirror of Morgan Memorial by departments, 
and by coimimnity contacts. All these phases of the survey were correlated so as to 
present the complete and proposed programs for one of the greatest Institutional 
Churches in America, namely Morgan Memorial.
Many very interesting facts vrere brought to view by the interested parties*
The housing condition made a^'very intereS'fiing'‘study. 'Thetfe were 2475 tenemeiits' 
in which three-firths of the poeple resided. 0ne'tenth of the* population resided 
either over or tmder business places. Only One family In seventy' resided In a 
single house. One fifth‘Of the population resided in three-room dvrelling places*
One sixth of the population of the community are roomers, a total of 2422 of 
whom were male and 445 female. Ac'cOrding to the length of residence in this country 
it was found that fifty percent of the population have resided in the' south Ond'
Carroll, & Social and Bellgious Survey, p.2.
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over nine years, while twenty«-four percent haye resided in the coanrunity over.^
V ^ .
fifteen ^ears*
In this polyglot consminity it was found that three and eight-tenths percent 
of the households are negroes* Less than one percent of the households are 
Chinese and Japanese* Oyer one-half of the v/hite population are of American hirth, 
while only one-fifth of the population are native horn of native parents* That is 
four-fifths of the total population ^are .either foreign horn or native horn of for­
eign and mixed parentage* It v/ould he. interesting to note that the 7556. foreign, 
horn individuals are distributed hy nationalities as follows: Hassia:i^,twenty-four 
percent; Italian,sixteen and five -tenths percent; Syrian,fourteen and five-tenths 
percent; Creeh, -seven and six-tenths percent; Irish,six and five-tenths percent; 
Bolish,two and eight»tenths percent;Portuguese,nine-tenths percent; German,ei^t- 
tenths percent; French,six-tenths percent; and miscellaneous, ten percent* There 
is a grand total of thirty.-nine foreign coxmtries of ,hirth represeiited hjr the for­
eign horn of the parish*
The report of naturalization illiteracy showa that seventy-one percent of the
2
foreign horn, twenty-one years of age and over are naturalized* There aret483 
male and female illiterates, twenty-rone years .of .age and over residing in the 
parish* A very interesting fact is seen in the ratio of illiterates to literates 
for Boston as a whole* The ratio among the foreign horn is One to nine, while the 
ratio for the Morgan Memorial parish is one to four and foxir-^tenths*
It is not necessary to go much farther to show what the .survey does for a 
particular coimminity, hut we must give the facts in regard to the-religious data 
of the consnunity*
It was found that there are sixteen different .feligious organizations located 
in the parish, representing the following faiths and. denominations: Jewish,Greek
1
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Catholic, Roman Catholic, Preshyt^&rian, Episcopal, Baptist, and Lutheran. Seren
of the organizations are English speaking, while‘nihfe are foreign speaking. There
t
are OTCr five-times as many non-Protestant a% Protestant hbmes. TheSe ard'dll 
interesting^ ^aots and invaluable to the church workers. ^ ♦
B. Objectives of an efficient church program.
In order to place the sympathy and resources of the Christian Church at-the 
service of all classes of peot)le there are several things lidiich must bis^ done. The 
churoh must cultivate the right racial attitude. Let us notice briefly some of 
the attitudes prevalent in some of our chorche's. Par too frequently there can be 
found churches in otir country which have a patronizing attitude
Right racial
toward the alien. These people come to our shores seeking llbbrty
attitxuie.
and freedom. They often-heard that Amferica was the land-of the free. 
They dreamed of the dOnibcracy'-of'which America boasts’, ahd left their homes in 
high hopes of sharing' this liberty and freedom, of entering into the democracy. 
Imagine their disappointment when they finally disembark and are treated in a 
patronizing manner. Imagine also- their di-sappointment when*instead bf receiving 
that spirit of democracy of which they have -heard so much, they find 'rather a 
lack-of sympathy. Human beings are so con’stituted that they would rather be left 
entirely alone than be treated with condescension. If there Is one thiAg-morw thhn 
another that tends to make one discontented hSad-feel very keenly a certain resent­
ment it Is to be given treatment in such a spirit as to make It appear that his 
treatment comes" a’s a matter of condescension. To have one hot ?rith an air of 
proud superiority will destroy all the virtue v/lth-would otherwise accompany the 
deed. The one'Upon whom the act is lavished may'by force of circumstances be 
compelled to accept it "with seeming good grace, but deep down in his heart he 
has a keen resentment. In many of our churches'may be found this spirit of proud 
4
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superiority .and th.i*s .patronizing attitude. OJiieir-eTery* act towarda^thd ralien^ 
seems to say,’?I will aondescend to help you for humanliiy’s sake “but I. am-your 
superior and I Yrant that clearly understood.^^In such a proport iron,as-a church 
has this spirit and shows this attitude will it'fail to do its^uty towards th^se 
indi'Tiduals. If the ^church is to play its part -in'transforming these raw recruits 
in Americanism into true Americans and make of them not so many little nations - 
within a nation, hut merge them into the one great j)eople; if she_is ?adeq.uately 
to hand on to them American ideals she-must noOLonger assume^ the "better than‘then" 
attitude hut .must fling to the wind its proud, supefior^ty, gather around -itself 
the cWak of righteousness, drink more deeply of the loye of Christ and. take up 
in earnest, and in the spirit of‘humanit^Ttthe great task of bringing these people 
the gospel of good-will* These people hare hied themselves away in some corner 
of this land of ‘freedom, and harking back^to .their old_ institutions -and tra­
ditions :and living their own-lives .in thejiarrow confines of their own little 
coimnuntty, knowing little and oaring'less for our, ideas* Because of this we* 
say they are clani-sh and refuse to assimilate* But is it their clanishness that 
d^cires them to .themselves? Are they anxious that they should not enter into the 
life of America? Perhaps-this may be^true to -some extent*,'-butt -perhaps the reason 
is -that- they-have found^us unrespon^iive land unsympathetic to their needs- .We-ask 
them to give up their ideals and urge thera»to pursue our Ideals when .we, ourselves 
are wanting-in our enthusiasm in stretching forward to our ideals. We ask them to 
give up their own lives and live our life, when by our attitude we offer them no 
better life than the one from which they-are’ trying to escapi^'We point them-to 
Jesus by otir words, while we ourselves^ by,assuming the-patronizing attitude of 
proud superiority, are violating the first.principle of Jesus, -the principle of 
brotherly love* If these people are to be niade (Sir-tstian Americans-it will not .he- 
done by -any law- save the law of love and universal hrotherhojod* And .if this law 
is-to operate it^must operate-through the church*. »We cannot legislate them into
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true imericana, Clii*istia2i Americana, buirwe caA 1074 them into it# .What 
they want is not the attitnde-twhich constantly reminds them that they ^e inferior 
hut rather the attitxiie which reminds them that they are God’s children# When one- 
of these foreigners ‘enters into a community he is na-turally sensitive and easily 
inpressed> and often keeps that, first impression throughout his Life# He brings 
his trad-itions , his ideas, and his customs that have come'to him-through count­
less generations, some of which he cherishes and clings to with-dogged tenacity# 
Most of these ideas, traditions, and customs do not fit in very v/ell with American 
life and institutions# His manners, social aad religious life are different,' hiS’ 
belief in God is rather vague and incomprehensible# He is a traveller in a waste 
and barred desert>,.seeklsg for some refreshing oasis, where he might' quench his 
social and religious thirst# He craves not a pratonizing, hand-me-down attitude; 
he rebels against any air of proud superiority#-He‘frants sympathy; he wants a 
bdtter‘underStandingiand to be better understood”# If he is to enter into bur 
religious, social, and .political life and be-made into a one hundred percent 
American it will be only as we are caredtul as to the first impression we make 
upon him# It is only as we divest xnirselves of that atmosphere o‘f aloofness, 
that attitude of superiority, sojd^meet: him on‘common grounds, crehte a common 
interest, inspire common ideas and pursue- common ideals# Coming asthe does he 
presents to the chufch as to no other* Institution the wonderful opportunity of 
takinf hin in the spirit of brotherhood ‘«3d giving him that-touch of love and 
sympathy .which alone can accomplish the purpose# Therefore when as a church that 
patronizing attitude of proud superiority, instead of drawing the foreigner to 
it and making of him a real, true American, it-drives him away# He seeks his own, 
he maintains his old' ideas, he cherlsl^s his old traditions, he seeks his "old God, 
and instead of having Americans with a tr\x6 Americaiv-splrit, we have a transplanted 
colony of a particular people who ^remain what they were -upon arrival#Instead of 
having Italians transformeA into Americans, Syrians transformed into Americans,
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and Germans transformed Into ^ericans;we hare a little Italy, a little^-Syria, 
and a little Germany in imerica; -all out of §yii5)atlQr with, our goyernment and its 
institutioas*
The vast throngs of people of eyery race and nationality coming to our shores 
will'-either he an-asset, helping us to maintain our institutions; or'a liability, 
tearing dOwn and destroying the Very ideals for which^we st^-^f we^assume the 
attitude of-indifference, if we are self-centered and pitiless.
Attitude of
as some of'our chuhOhes are, these •t>eople will draw off’to-them-
indifference*
selves and live their own lives, unconcerned about our -lastltu- 
1
tions,and uninspired by‘Our ideals. The chtirch is the one institution in America 
responsible to God and to men for the religious-life and nurtxire -of the people, 
and for the manifestation and fulfilment of the divine purpose upon which all of 
our national and social welfare depends. It furnishes in worship and •saoranwnts 
the means of approach to God who Is the directing and sustaining force of life.
In An^rlCa, unlike most other -Christian countries, the government makes no pro­
vision for the religious education of the people. This-is left to the organized 
religious bodies. The church has the great responsibility placed upon it of 
teaching that faith and morality Which must always 'stand as the foinJdation of true 
learning. It is this faith and morality which embrace as their fundamental Ideals, 
the sacred responsibility if human brotherhood, and mutual service* If the ohiireh 
is to teach these things tG the multitude which comes to our shores, 'it must 
gather its strength and serve, through organized as well as individual effort, 
all, regardless of race nationality> who stand in need of this training. In 
the face of this great responsibility which stares the Christian church in the 
face, in the face of the great challenge which these eager folk bring to her, 
the church the church dare not fold her arms in indifference. She dare not be 
selfVcentered and pitiless. She mast, in the name of Jftsus Christ of Nazareth,
1
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unfold her arms, fling wide her doors to all, and hid them come in and enjoy
« t
equal priTileges and share equally'the hiessings. One of the greatest stints to 
humanity is to he treated with an indifferent attitude hy thoie who are suppose d 
to he friends, to come in contact with those who are self-centered and without 
pity* If the church would driTe men away from her doors in desperation^let her 
continue the attitude of indifference# Think, if you can, of Jesus being in the 
midst of sin and sorrow and not saying the words which would make them disappear; 
think of Him in the midst of ignorance without teaching the word of life* As 
Christians, we helieve that the church was sent out hy Christ on a mission to 
all humanity, without the distinction of race, class, or nation; we helleve that 
we should adequately fulfill that mission; we believe that unless the church 
assumes its responsibility, cheerfully, in the name of the master, Jesus Christ, 
and performs its beautiful mission, that it will not he performed; for no other 
-organization is equal to it, or has the spirit for the ta3k*"Among our multitudes 
of foreign horn, wdio are found now within the hounds of almost every parish, there 
lies an obvious mission field which the church mst cover or he faithless to its 
task*” By fulfilling this mission, each individual who claims membership in Gk)d*s 
church must assume the role of missionary* We can readily see tne responsibility 
of each parlshoner when we remind ourselveh of the fact that over one-half of our 
foreign bom are unchurched, and that an even larger proportion of their children 
are growing up in our communities without being brought under the influence of 
any church whatever* All these facts lead us to repeat that the church which assumes 
the indifferent attitude is missing the mark and is failing to measure up to the 
duties and responsibilities for ^riiich it has been called.
If the church which assumes the patronizing end Indifferent attitude without 
pity Or concern, is missing the mark and failing to measure up to its responsibili­
ties; it is none the less true that the church which assumes the emotional attitude 
of tearful pity but no practical help Is missing its mark and failing to measure
Burgess, Foreigners or Frlends.p*p* 208-209*
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up to its responsi'bilities, and must either hack up. its tears and pity and emo­
tions hy deeds and acts or. expect to remain a failtire when it comes to doin^ the
r ' ■
real work of the Kingdom. Emation is good, tearful-pity is good
Emotional
only in so far as there is behind it, that courage .and determination
attitude.
which leads to pratical help. The Levtte in the story of the Samaritan
assumed the emotional attitude. He v/ent over and looked down upon the man lying
in his blood, and perhaps listened to his groans'v/ith tearful pity but he, like-
the priest, passed by on the other side% In spite of ,this great emotion.and pity»
and these tears, the popr man woxild perhaps have died where he lay, had h0_ not,
been rescued by the Samaritan. Even so, likewise, the church* which assvjies the
emotional attitude towards these foreigner's, whp, as -it were, are lying by thg
readside crying for help, may well check its emotions, dry up its tears and call
in its sympathy unless it is going to lend a helping hand. -No, we must not, we
dare not, if we vraul^ succeed in our mission,as a church of Jesus Christ, assume
a patronizing attitude, an attitude of indifference, neither da^e v/e assume an
emotional attitude of tearful pity without practical help. Our church work ampng.
the foreign born who are loyal to their old faith must be b^sed upon the realiaa-
1
tion of the fact that religion is both a conservative and a conserving force. 
Religion deals with deep and sacred emotions and exalted ideals; therefore, cannot 
be handled roughly. We cannot deal with it merej,y with emotion and pity, we must 
also give real help remembering at all times that religious emotions are easily 
disrupted. We must get down to the root of the matter and approach the religious 
problem of these new American^ with genuine sympathy and an understanding heart.
V/e can have an understandii^ heart only in so far as we enter .into fellowship,, 
and work to-gether with them. We ourselves cling so tenaciously to o\ir different 
types of religion that we should be very patient with the riatriral conservatism of 
the foreigner who often loves not only his own particular faith.and practice, but 
also the language in which his religion was taught him. We are apt to become
1
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discOTiraged when the‘se new Americans fail to enter as readily aS^ we think they 
on^ht- We then assume* an ^t^itude of tearful pity in'stead -of r'ememhering that 
with such a background, and with such strtfng prejudices toward thfeir-old"" religion, 
we must not bring to bear undue pressure in seeking to hate them change’ immediately 
their religious conviction's* In attempting to displace old idea's, unless we are 
patient and tactful, we may really head them against the nev/ truth which we would
have them enter into*
Having seen the inadequacy of the 'above mentioned attitudes,'let us'noW turn 
our attention to a fourth attitude which we find 'in some of our churches^ whl'ch 
we' consider the proper attitude for the churches to assume if they' are to measure 
up to their-responsibilities as a Chri'stian Church* Often' when
Rational
we speak of assimilation we interpret it as meaning ainalgamatioh*
assimilation* . ^
nhiile it may-mean amalgamation it does not necessarily mean'that*
The immigrant coming to our shores 'in pursuit of happiness and freedom does hot
ask amalgamation; he. seeks onryv potentially eqxial and not-necessarily the same
rights, opportunities, and advantages thht are accorded native .born citizens* As
we have tried to point out above, our population is extremely composite* There
has been nothing like it in the history of the nations. Except for a few remaining
Indians there are ho full-blooded Ai^rican's. 'We are all immigrants coming from
all parts of the world with our peculiar backgrounds, and bringing our peculiar
customs, traditions, asid faiths* If the immigrant problem is dangerously acute
at this time, and such it seems to be, it is due tO the overvdielmlng number of
the more recent insnlgrant arrival's,and to their natiiral tendency to segregate
themselves in congested racial colonies,out of touch with our American life ahd
therefore failing to understand it, contribute to it, and benefit by it as they
should.
We can readily see what a stipendoUs problem the problem of-assimilation is
\
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when we think that about one-third of our population are x>t. foreign birth or
the off-spring o.f foreign born -parents, and tiiat' the birth rate among t^m is
higher than among the older stock* It Bust be remembered, howeTer that these
iranigrants are the futnre Americans, and .it is up to us to assimilate them and
make of them the kind of Americans they ought to be- The .question that therefore
confronts us at this time is, how moy we affect this assimilation- There have been
\
various methods of assimilation resorted to through hi3to?*y,- The most daring ad­
venture which any nation has typdertaken i^ the, admission into its national life,
to pertici-pation in the rights and responsibilities of citizenship miliions 
of people, speaking different languages, having been trained in different social, 
customs, and having lived under different political institutions. Other nations 
have dealt with racial elements foreign to thenselves, and have had large numbers 
of foreign residents and refugees who have played ponspicuous parts in their art­
istic, political, ana literary life- But, na other nation has had an experience 
comparable to that of the United States- One oX the methods used for assimilation 
has been Subjugation. That is the people have been conquered by force and made to 
enter into the life of the people who conq.uered them. They have been made to live 
under conditions imposed by the conqueror. This for many years has been the status 
of millions of people in Europe, many of whom have come to America-to escape those 
intolerable conditions- But it has* been made perfectly clear that assimilation is 
not subju^tion-
Another method attempted has been the method of incorporation- That is foreign 
bodies have incorporated into a na-tional body politic- For instance. Swedes, dif­
fering in blood and language £rom .the Finns, have lived for years in the ".western 
par.t of Finland- This is their ancestral home but they have been cut off from 
Sweeden by conquest- They .have eiijoyed great., freedom and have retained their own 
language customs, practically undisturbed and have not beco;3ie assimilated. ,
1
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We h^ye seen tliat thotigh •tJiere'^Te 'thousands -of French- l-iyin^ in Canada, ,and‘ 
though they are represented in Parl-iaaienjr, yet they have persiatcjutly-Tesisted 
asskailation*
Then there is the method of adjustment,, as- for instance dn Switzerland; com­
posed of French speaking, (^rman speaking,- and Italian speaking people unr-assimi- 
lated*
Our method, hov/ever, is to have a conmon language, common idea:a,» Piid common 
.ideals* In doing thism it is well that we should \irge upon these nev/-Ameridans 
our American ideals and not our. destructire praoticgs*- If w? are to, adequately 
initiate these people into our. -real American life *we must hold .up-$0 them the best 
afld. highest ide.als of Christian Aaerican' citizenship* This is very essential*^ Hot 
only must we teach them the letter of our law and -institutions, hut we must in 
some way get them to enter into theljr spirit* In order to do this it is necessary 
that our Ideals* and .institutions hjs pads atJ;rac.tiTe* It is not enqu^ to. tell them 
about our ideals; we must- live up to* them,as nearly as we can, and. show-them the: 
result of such living* All elements of destruction v/e must discourage, and let 
them know that v/e do not countenance such-elements in our national and social life, 
and t^t while th^y are her.e we* are fightipg fgr their removal** So long as we let 
the foreigners get the impression that we look upon them as inferior, just so long 
will we fall in rational assimilation* V/e«should therefore set oxirselves against 
any treatment of them in our daily life, on the stage, or in the press that would 
justify-the inference on their part that we look upon them as inferior* Any indi­
vidual or group of individuals, who,, by careless speech, vulgar nick-names or 
apy other, way, causes the forgigners-to ffel that they are strangers in our midst, 
retards the progress of rational assimilation*
In order to encourage assimilation-we-inust alsc recognize the contribution oft. 
Alien nations to American ideals* It cannot be truthfully denied that our foreign 
born have made q.uifte a contribution to American life and ideals* We must always 
bear this in mind and show forth in our program that tlw immigrant brings with
him just as high Ideals as oiir best. These ideals, if _^America,d3 as She ^ht to 
he, mast he taken and i^/oven into our ideals and thus mal^e the fahr.io of .our insti­
tutions* We mast not belittle ^or minimise .their wotthwhile .contributions but ,rat her 
encourage all that is best in them^ On the ot^r hand the foreignei; brings ideals 
which are detrimental..to our .life and ideals, Thepe we should discpi^age and aid 
him to eliminate, for they will not only drag him down but will also imperil our 
national and social life. Thjis in pur process of assimilation we ^st natoally 
recognize the bad practices in all and put them aside, and likewise, combine the 
good in all, and. build throi^h the Christian ideal, a more .enduring America.
There should be running through all the aotiTitieg of the church a high note
1 ’ ‘
of patriotism ^and loyalty. From the pulpit we must cal^. them to loyalty to. our 
ideals and institutions. In the Sunday School we should bring put spch lessons
aM teachings as will cultivate in thein a love for America. Through all of the 
other organizat-ions of the church should run a golden, thread, of loyalty, and patriot­
ism. Special programs should.be,,initiated calling, upon all people jf the, neighbor­
hood to be actively loyal and deyoted citizens. So .train them by
English ^
and precept and example that they would be ashamed to dp or s^ any-
Citizenship
Classes. thing that would bring* discredit, to* and r.eproach upon our fair 
land.
If the church is located in a neighborhood where the public night-schools are^ 
not..conducting classes in English, the church may approach this problem in two 
ways! stimulate public opinion to the po3,nt of obtaining such instruction in 
schools, and use- its influence in creating sauch influence in the coramouity as wi^l
bring pressure upon those in authority thereby forcing them to give such instruction
in their schools. ^
If this cannot be done then the church should organize classes for the InstruC-
1
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tiom of cItIcs tD^kv~forelsa~8p«]e^liig'i)eople* It is Tory dlffleolt
to' £9t over to tkose poodle In sai way oar Ideals aai praetiees" inless
tlMy irnderstaai our laa^oa^* It Is uareasoaa'bloT to expoot Mkam to* derelope 
iato' i^od dltlseas unless' tine/’ are tao^t' oltlsenslilp* These classes' Shc^d' he 
based upon the secular s’t^idy of SaffllSh idth etildance la oitl'senshlp* The 
}^ll8h. lesson should'not he nixs^ up with Bible lessons^ei^bpt in so far as the 
personality of the teacher nay^hare Its Influence aldng this' line* Tor Bible 
'study 'separate classes should be or^ranlsed*
VkeheVer the public nl^t sc^ols or other agencies In the ceanualt/ 
are coi^uotln^ classes in' in^llsh and oltieenShlp thS churok should cooperate by 
^ing Its Influence to urge the foreign spsakl^ people to attend these classes* 
The church howerer. Should inaagonate a progran designed' to coaserre ax^ sake 
practical the results of both the day ‘and nigh^ school* In other words the 
church Shotii'd he familiar With the 11^ of study tao^t In these Schools*
Should emphasize mklce pernUment'these ^tOachihgs hy'haring such programs as 
will take up where these schools leare off, or should take the sessa^' learned 
to these schools* end spiritualize them* Bot only should the church take'up the 
work whe^e these schools leare off hut still more important, it should hare a 
program corresponding to'the pro^amb of these schools* If our country "Is 'to ho 
a real democracy the people mist hare" a' eomoibn language, common Ideas, »nd common 
Ideals as has been said ahoro* In order to '^t thlh comtfon langua;^' and these 
cOBBnon Ideas and ld'eal8,they mst he i^ofonly tau^t In our 'public Befools, hut 
also he retaught and enphaslze'd In our churches* This may he done in the foll- 
bwlng t^ee ways*
Tor adults w® most hare a forum for the discussion of blrlos, social, 
and rell^ous'>itteStlons* aaiere are meuay adults aiaong these foreign horn who' know 
nothing of our clrlo, social and religious life* who peirhaps do not attend either
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crm* public scbpplg pr our cburcb. schoplp forgone restgon^or another* If are-'to 
have them h^Qome gopd citizens we mast provide a pj.ace where they may come .and 
discuss frankly and freely the things pertaining to true qitizQnship. If they are 
to enter fully an4 tpily into our sopial life,they must know, v/hat our-social life 
ig. We must therefore provide , so that they may .have the oppo^-tunity of learning 
our social standards and the elements-which enter into oxir social life* A forum 
where they may come and discuss questions appertaining thereto will be quite a 
stimulus to them and they will enter mors readily into oub- social liX®-'LiJ^ewise 
if they are to enter into our religious.life it^is necessary that they should know 
what oyr religious life is* They cannot know-uhlpas they are given a chance to 
come together,and dj.scus3 religious queations*
Mothers’ meetings for training and discussion along lines of civic and domestic, 
interests should be held. Hepe the mothers of foreign bom may have the opportunity 
of comipg tO-ge$her and^ under an-efficie.nt teacher bp trained alopg civic and 
domestic lines* '?hoy are lesS'fortunate than their children in that they do not 
have the contact and training of our public schools* If we are to build a stroxig 
nation we must provide some v;ay in v;hlch the mothers of these future Americans 
may learn about our civic and^domegtic, interests that they may create sa atmos­
phere in thp home,conducive J;o the right civic aiad domestic relations* Unless the 
mothers have a chance for the discussion of these interests and proper training 
along these lines we cannot expect them to stapt their children -in the right 
direction* Then,too, if we take these, childrea and train them and leave the mothers 
untrained there comes an astrangment between mother and children which will have 
a telling effect upon our home and nationAl life*
If the institutional church is to adequately carry on its program of American­
ization and Evangelization it i^st“ first realize the fact that its great mission 
■is to so present its program as to mrrouse and enrich the religious life of these^y, 
people* They come to us not without religion but in most cases, very crude* The
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church therefore nruat recognize th^ fact’ that it'owes to the -c'ciBrnimity In* which 
it stsiids, and especially to the inmigrant population^ its leadership in the for^
mation" of a public opinion which shall demahd that
To arouse and enrich
the religious life every person have a chance for the fulles't ‘possible 
of these people,
and aid its spiritual and cultural development, under ideal Amer-
e3q)ression in service* 1
lean conditions* This frablic opinion can more easily
be formed by the Christian Chuifch than by an/ other organization* Nothing will' so
re'adily remove political or social ills than will public opinion, and there is* ’
never any reform affected or any progress made until first public opinion ^is
aroused and set in motion* In order that these people might obtain the fullest
possible spiritual and cultural development, the Church might aid by urging action
along the following lines:
Perhaps the first problem which stands in the way of and hinders the progress
'id «
of Americanization and civilization is the housing problem* When these foreign 
people come to us, moSt of thefti for financial rea30ns,they Are compelled to move 
into dark, dirty, and unsanitary tenements, which are poorly constructed, and very' 
inadequately ventilated* Very often we find four or five families living where 
once only family lived comfortably*‘They are crowded, men and women, boys and girls, 
into these’places which are really ^redding places for crime and imnorality* Here 
they live under all sorts of conditions. In many cases more than one family use 
the same toil-et and bath* In order to suppliment the family income it is necessary 
for some to further crowd themselves by keeping roomers* Often there are young 
women just at the most dangerous age of their lives exposed to 'temptations Of all 
kinds* While their fathers and mothers are at work away from home, they are denied 
that protection and safeguard which is so necessary. The wonde'r is, that growing 
up in such homes under such conditions, more "of the boys and girls, young men and 
young women, do not drift into bad-cOH^ai^ and participate in crime and immoral'ity*
1
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As long as these foreign, pegple we housed in these unsanitary and .\uiwholesonie 
surroxindings the task of AmeriQani?ation and Evangelization will he -an exceedingly 
difficult one* The church must raise its voice against auch co^iditions* Erpm the 
pulpit the preacher must cry aloud for a public sentiment that will inake such . 
conditions impossihle* In the Sunday School and in-the-Social Service classes, by 
practical lectures and meetings, the people must he pointed to a higher standard 
of living. The Church shoi^d. not separate itself from, hut should cooperate w.ith 
all other uplifting^^agencies and forces in the ncighhorhood ‘fc>r the ellAiAation-of 
these evils. It should he ever mindful of the faqt tl^t these are fixture Americans, 
and that the life and standards of America will he helped or hindered according as 
the .multitudes enter into its life.
The church should adopt an industrial and social creed,the reali^zation of 
which will make for a happy and contented life* Thus there should he a proper 
understanding between the ^employer and. the--employee• It is true that some of our 
employers take .^dVantage of the ignorance, of these people and exploit them. They 
are almost altogether unsympathetic, and treat the employee merely as a machine 
to do their bidding. On the .other hand, the employee is often only interested in 
the work for the dollar and is prejudiced against the employer. Thus we find in 
our country a great chasm hetweem our ;emplpyers and employees; and because of this 
chasm we must suffer strikes, unemploument, and too often bloodshed. This -chasm 
must be bridged and the church is the best force in the corannmity to l^ridge it.
It must be bridged by sympathetic understanding. The church must convince the "s., 
employer that it is his duty to pay a living wage, to provide^«afe cmploymejit tmde 
to give reasonable hours. The employee must be convinced- that it is his duty to 
give an honest days work for an honest dayj. ^a^. The church shouldi^crjeat.e^ such,r 
a sentiment in the hearts of both employer find employee that -fhey wj.1-1 b^wij.l.ing.- 
to sit down together as brothers^.and-work out their problems in-case,, of di^agrppr u 
ments. - - i
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Tlie church, should use its influence to arouse puhllc interest in the health
conditions of the neighborhood. Constantly the prohlem of raising and maintaining
the standard of health and sanitation amOng the foreign horn should he before the
public. Much of the disease that is found among these people is due to careless
and lack of knowledge of sanitary conditions. One doctor who covered an east end
district, inhabited largely by German and Irish immigrants reported "decaying
vegetables and animal refuse" uncollected from the gutters of the streets, sewers
often choked, houses "generally out of repair", out houses located in the yards
* c
in close proximity to the houses and water supply, only ten or twelve slaughter 
houses in the district, but these"alway3to be found in a filthy condition". He 
found 110 cases of "typhus and typhoid fever" and 176 cases of diarrhea, prin­
cipally among the children. The remedies which occured to him seemed difficult to 
administer because the Germans and the Irish were, he reported,"so ignorant, so 
degraded, so careless of their own best interest, present or future," that to 
obtain their cooperation in "any scheme of hygienic amelioration which would in­
volve a change of habit, abandonment of vice, sacrifice of comfort, or the increase 
of expense" seemed almost impossible.
He oonsiderei the Inmigrants a "fruitful cause for the propagation of disease" 
but found himselt unable to say "in what way or in what maimer the wafting of the 
many diseases which always are their companions, can be better guarded against
Vv ft
than at the present",and he wondered, if the usefulness of the immigrant counter­
balances the evils which accompany him. His conclusion was that"raedical missionaries 
may affect the sanitary conversion of these hardened sinners",and recommended"the 
distribution of tracts upon matters connected with public health."
The doctor was connected with a dispensary in a district in which the poor
\
German'and Irish immigrants of that day lived. They were making their way la spite 
of the kind od municipal neglect-which he described and for which.he, as a citizen, 
felt no sense of responsibility. Bat he found time to congratulate himself and the
Abbott, The Immigrant and the ConaiunityiL
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city that he had come throii^h this dangerous contact without infection or per­
sonal contamination*
Such a surrounding, and similar conditions can be found in almost any of our 
large cities at this hour. In fact by taking a trip through some of the streets 
of the South end of Boston to-day one may find such conditions that one would 
wonder how human beings could exist in their midst. It may be true that foreign 
people may be careless and ignorant, but can we afford to neglect them when we 
should see to it that our city clean up the streets and make their surroundings 
what they ought to be? Have we not some responsibility in the matter? The challenge 
comes to the church in this matter of health and sanitation, to wake these people 
up along health and sanitation lineSj but there is also a challenge to the church 
to create such public opinion as will make these conditions impossible in our cities* 
The church should teach from its pulpits, in the schools,^ and in mass meetings, 
the laws of sanitation and heatlh, and at the same time call upon the city to 
give these people wholesome surroundings in which to live and rear their children*
To inspire these people and have them take a lively interest in the work of 
the church it is necessary that there should be separate language services which
should minister exclusively to a particular race, with a
To inspire these
minister and worker of that particular race or at least speak-
polyglot people.'
ing its lan^rdage. In this there will perhaps be great need for 
volunteer workers of the right kind which could be supplied by our' American parishes. 
Our task would be to seek out and provide training of young men and women of for­
eign parentage. The thought is that there should be foreign language services in 
neighborhoods v/here,at the outset conditions are such that the services could be 
held in foreign language because of the impossibility of worshipping or of \inder- 
standing the Sunday School lessons and the fundamental doctrines of the chucbh in 
the English language. Only such neiguDOi-noods with a constant innigration will 
need such a church.
If these foreign speaking people ard to become real Americans it is necessary
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XhBX they shoold know’the English langiuage* Bat in many cases the -parents .of these 
children, especially the mothers, speak.their own native tongue*, and often the 
children speak the English language with hut very -little knowledge of their mother 
tongue* This-causes estrangement between parents emd children* For this reason 
there should he special'classes for these people in-which the lessons-are taught in 
hQth English and the-mother tongue so that all amy hav.e .the benefit of-^the lessons* 
'There should be-held occasionally International services'"Incwhich-all of "the 
(different nationalities come together, and worship.^ThiS'-crSates a**hrothaily»:feeliHg 
between Qne -another ..and a sympathetic iipiderstandingr Each "of the different nctton- 
alities should have a-dofinlte part in the progrem,the ministers of the different 
group.s .giving brief-messages in their own languages.
C. A typical program - Morgan aiiemorial.
Morgan Memorial .in the -city -of. Boston-may be 'cited as a typical example of
1
the pragraa Just:dsscribedv Theiwork at Morgan Memorial may be divided'as follows:
Morgan Memorial is distinguished from the ordinary social settlemeny by its 
religious fea'tures. It is .in the strictest sense of the word an institutional
church and it magnifies the church. It is also strictly -a "Church
The Church of
of All Nations”. The-church is organized according to the pro-
"All Nations".
visions of the Methodist Episcopal Church in every respect. It 
has its stewards, its trustees, its-.class leaders and local preachers^. Affiliated- 
with if -are the Sunday School, .the Epworth Ijeague.the Ladies Aid Society, the Womanb 
Home -and.-Foeeign Missionary Societies., the Brotherhood, and in fact all that is 
common to a, well regulated ch^tpch. Morgan ifemorial differs from the regular religious 
organizations In that it is the center of its community because It'touches the life 
of all.
In addition to the chief pastor, who is pastor of the entire church, pastors
1
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are provided 'for the 'following race's who meet in the'lr separate' '^eis-tic'eS; Italian, 
Syrian,- and Colored.' There is a minister to -the i’ottuguese work. *
Regular services are conducted each'Sunday morning and at sevfen in the evening 
for the entire ichtirch at which time all of the-different nationalities come to-« 
gethei* and worship in-%-'spirit of br’otherly love. These services addr-imich to thfe' 
religious"-and devotional llfo-of^“the'ciainMni'ty.‘'Bet'«reli thfe'^hWiTs metitlonM the 
following activiti^'s- are ■c1Sf?3.e‘ir--'forward. At ^ttrelve hoOn, -the 6hultch' School' mOets 
in its various de*partm6nt-a.' Here’'as In^he inoimirig etod evening serviced All 'beolST^ 
meet together and- the pupiTs classified ntft"€tScording'to'raCe Or language, "but 
rather according to -a^ and ^il-ity. llorgan ifemoVial lays spe'clal emphhsi'S -upon' 
it's Sunday School^ HVhile the ihStitutfon cares for iys-young life in‘its -recffea- 
tional, physical, and ^neral educational needs in the Spirit of religion, and 
are surrounded by the Christian-atmosphere, still, it- is left to the Sunday School 
to train in"spirituar culture. In many of the hcSafes‘in Morgan* s^ pariah, Christianity 
has been associated with‘the ‘supdrstit'ions "of the'.'old world. Mnny o-thers *hhve‘ 
grown up without any religious ideas of any kind. Some worker of Morgan comes in 
contact With such a family, not by accident ‘but by plan, and gets the children 
into the Sunday Schocfl, where they are cultivating're'ligious ideas.- In “this graded 
Sunday-School, in all Of its departments*, 'with trained teachers throughout*, the'se 
children are trained in Christian citizenship.
At three o’clock in the afternoon the Italifin con^egatioh meets with- its Ital­
ian pastOr and has its-'sertiOllsV At four 0*’6l0ck'the colored congregation meets 
with Its pastor, and at 'five-thirty-the-Syrian-congre'gation-meets with their pastor. 
The'se services are wholeponie and beautiful.
At six o’clock the Epv/orth League meets. The League at'MorganTSemorial fills 
an important place in the lives of- the young people.
At seven o’clock all nationalities meet together -a^ain and worship as one
brotherhood which they are. This ends a typical-ffunda/ at Morgan Memorial*
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During week some .fo?m. of r^ligioTj^ work i^ parried on «Tery nigiitk.and * 
many people are reached in thi'S j?ay. Others* who nevpr, think of 8kt.tendJ.ng phurph- 
are tonphed in the summer whpn once a-week a street, meeting ds conducted* It. is. 
impossible-to calculate just what dnflxience these naeetipgS'haye oa-tlie conanunityt -
Perhaps the post interesting work and the work, whicii Morgan Memorial is espeoij&lly 
associated jrith'is the^ rescue-wppk -carried on in^connectipn.-with-'the SeaTey* 5^ttle^ 
ment-f A. large, part the worlo o-f: li^rgan Memorial 'devoted' to .
The Seavey
the derilict.S*.,*5he,3e^n|jsa, aomp Qf them'old .apd-dtpcrepit-f-w^O; hgnre
Settlement*
spent their livea ki sin/aad'dtpnkeness., others-young.,, j-yist blos­
soming into yopng manhood hear the pall of* Morgan, Memorial Rescue Mission and; cospe 
in and; try-to tofprm, aJ’d-'be; tranjjfgrmed^PerhaPS we .can better plcturtf:-thi3~ worfc^ 
if we’ describe one of the meetings of the rescue mission*
As we sit in the’ mission-hall we ^e surrotipded by men, of all .classes and colors* 
Here- are some who- have come in -a few weeks-before^^ >een converted,-glyen
a clean-bed Jp sleep, in and, a chance ta work* With the happy Rempry o,f the mpm^nt 
when they were first attracted to the mission -they are sitting in rapt attention,.-. ^ 
while the preacher or leader..annoimces a, hymn* Others wh,o peyhaps 'hayp heard the.-.;, 
singing as they staggered by have drifted in-^o- see wjiat-if. .going, on* There they^ 
sit. who have already-entered into the; fellowship, w.ith the -joy and-a new-jcounte- 
nance on thei-r faces, .and those, y/ho havp just, dy.iftfd in..jror the. first timp., with 
bloated, faces and .b-ok^^. frames, human wrecks-pn.-the sea* of. time.* TJae leader raises 
his voice and annp.injpeS“the hymn, Y/as Sinkijig Deep In Si»r et.c*vThey-sing as- if- 
they were pouring- put their soul-s to the Heavenly Fathey wh"ile those who have not 
been acpustomed to- such meetings look on with pitiful eyes,*Now the leader j^eads 
chapter frpm the-Bible.jwii as he comes to these words, ‘^Though;.yo^ sj.ns^.be. af 
scarlet, he will {oake them white as snow* though they be red like crimspn.-they 
shall, be as-wool,” -pn expression ..of?'j[oy and apprQbatign-is -seen-to* come over thf 
faces of some in. that company* These are thpy who have, had .the, great experience? *
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They l?rxow those swords arg. true^ tor their Siixa juat-a few days ago v/ere as, |(carlet> 
Over the faces of others may pass the e35)re3Sion of doubt or ^nder gilngled with 
hope* These are they, whp know hov/ deep down in s;lLn they have gon^s, are ^ndering 
if there is any-power which can save them and ar^,hoping those words are^true-, for 
do they not want to. be saved? Are they not fnilous t^t their scarlet sins should 
be washed away*? ^3 wait a* moment and per^p's the answer to these goestions lyii; 
come* The reading is finished-and^the leader begins to talk of the-wpnderfui love 
f(f Jesus* He talks for a few moments and ends his bea^tifuj., simple^ ^pe^ch-Wth - 
these words,”For CJod so loved^ the world,that He-ga^e His .only begotten, ^on, that 
whosoever believeth in Him should not perish,,but have ,f±ernal life-" There is a 
hush in the room, all is silent, here and there one may be seen,brushing away a 
falling tear. Again he talks in an appealing tone calling upon those who are not 
saved to come and give their hearts to (Jod* There is a movement in the room* Yes., 
here comes the answer to the an©3tij)n3. above*T^y do w^t to be saved, they dp 
want their sins washed away- So they come up and give, their hearts to Ck>d. After 
a short testimony meeting all get to their feet and sing,"! love to tell the story.” 
Such is one of the Seavey,Mission meetings* But what becomes of these men who have,
4
come out to make a fresh start? Are they turned, out into the street i^proteoted?
Ho, the Seavey Secretary- invitea^them upstairs where they are given a place to 
sleep until morning, and then if they are out of work they are sent.over.to the 
industrial building where they put to work until they are strong enough to 
face the-temptations which have brought thenuso low* They,are housed in, the Slavey 
Building where they are surrounded by a wholesome atmosphere
Let us not close our story of the Seavey -Settlement and Rescue Mi-ssion without 
tellii^ the story of one of these men* "James Allen, born in Scotland, was such a.^- 
victim to the alcoholic habit, that one evening, v/hen his little daughter was sick 
and his wife gave him twdnty-five-cents to go out and get a perscript^on filled, 
^tating that this was all the money she had, he went to a sallon and .spent it Jtor
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drinlc.After his^ de'spica’ble ac’r^'he. felt :so despondent that, he could not return' 
home, and decided,he would dro^himself* He went to the Broadway Bridge,- fully 
determined “’to end. it all* But the placer was so crowded with., people -that-'he found 
it in^ossihle to carry out his rash'determinatloh*'Just as. hft'. was crossingrhowever, 
he-heard .some singing* It-happened that it was> an old-^familiar Scotich tun^^ and it 
awoke within him memof ies'of longrago* ^He wandered in th§ direction .of'.the singing^ 
and fodnd himself in one*if'the^outftofadoot meetings cpnducted'hy-Morgan‘Eemorial 
workers. When the* inritationo t»s giyem tO. all. who“destre'to*lead,a'hetter-life to 
comfe forward*, he did so*” That* was written thirfeed yea>s ago** .After"living several 
years around Boston, Jie went*to Hew'York, .where he'-il-how in. a good positiony t?ith 
a-hnppy home,, ihterested^in thA. church,^and in every good things Writing recently 
tb'Morgan Memorial, he says;”! know you will all he glad "to*hear'that I am. still 
in the-same path*-My greatest'-wish'is'that^ypur untiring efforts in making men and 
Women lead good lives may he* constantly ►stiecessfuls: You' made a.pretty-good joh 
of-me. ■The:childifn ate* all growing'up and’are now memhres-'Of”the churhh*”'*
The Good-will Industries fill a ve'ry great need in’the life of the community. 
Here the "down and outSV may find a. place to'work and become solf-reSpecting again* 
Here those who have come in through the Seavey Mission may find
The Good-Will
* congenial employmAht* Here’ -^men whose husbands have gone* down'to
Ixiaus tries*
* a druAdards .grave, of* have been-thrOym into jhil, -may come,'^dry
up her tears* and .ehter into useful employment thuS* savihg herself and^her family 
from hunger* and want* Here, youngimen and Women out of employment foot-sore from 
trying to findwvrork maybe eno-a^d until"^.something better turns up*
In the. morning at eight-thirty the workers gather In the church-forvA-half ri 
hour of devotion, where they-enter into the "spirit of the servibe and .gAt spiritual 
strength for the-days work* To see these eager people gather into*the beautiful 
church ahd enter into the servicenjf^orship and praise is indeed an inspiring 
sight* From here they enter into their various tasks in the industrial building
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wHeBe the days'work'awaits them* At noon in various departments a short devotional 
period is held 'again, perhaps just a word of "prayer and a hjnnn* An employment^ '*■’ 
■bureau open from nine to ten in the morning Is- open for thdse out of work* Here 
each morning men and women-crowdfile their applications'land receive a card to 
one of the ’iheads of depar-tments" where they may be >enrployed; The. bureau is not 
intended to be an ordinary employment ‘bureau as indicated by the late hour of open­
ing and the Short time it is kept in operation each day* The industrial plant is 
not in competition with the other plants in the business world* It'is rather a ■ 
method of relief for men and women who can not *find» work elsewhere, and for the 
’’down outs" to. whom other employers pay no attentidn* Whenever a man asks for 
an oppor"tunity to ‘earn his’ d'aily bread there is hope for him* He has within him 
the making of a man once more, and Morgan Memorial Industries gives him a chance*
It is-not the policy of the industries to employ any -person for any length of 
time.^ The plant is fbr temporary relief, td help one over a. hard-place, to give 
a new start in life. Then he is Expected to find work elsewhere and thus make 
room for another unfor-tunate person. For some, one days v/ork is enough;others, 
two or three days; while some need a longer time to get on their feet and come to 
themselves!
At South Athol there is a rug factory where these Seavey men are employed for 
sfeveral months, away from the temptations of the city. life.. They are* kept here 
until* they have attained a complete mastery over themselves. To get material to 
keep" these men at work bags are sent out to ‘friends of the institutional workers, 
who fill them,with everyth!^ they'do not want; clothing, shoes, pictures, inside 
furnishings* of all kinds, in fact ai^thing one can think of Is sent in the Itorgan 
bags,or if too large a truck is called "to'bring whatever can not be sent* These 
things are cleaned up or made over into wearable or useful'■articled and. put on 
sale in the Morgan stores and sold at a very low price to the-poor of'the -district*
Jesus said,"Suffer the little ohildren-"to come unto me and forhid them not,
for of such is ithe k£n;^om of heaven.” ifo church can adequately perform its mission
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If it neglect the child llfe^ of-the 'community. The trensfoming of ‘human direlicts 
is important, hut it is more important to have the child and thus avoid the tr6uhle 
of having'to 'transform him after he has grown to he? an adult* JuSt as prevention 
is better than cure, even so likewise, forming is better than transforming. It is 
the church's duty'therefore to got hold of'the child while it is young and train 
it into useful and Christian citizenship.
V/hile Morgan is proud of her industrial plant and^r SeaVey mission work, the 
work of which she is most proud, and that which lies nearest to her heart 'Is the 
work among the children of the community. They are the future
The Children* s
Americans and the future church. The type of Americans we shall
Settlement.
have in the mure depends upon the type of training received by 
the children of the connrunity* Any day of the week Sl&irgan Ifemorial iff literally 
flooded with young life. If you visit liforgan on Sundhy you may see the Church 
School where you will find many of the children Earnestly and eagerly entering 
into the worship and praise service. Here they are taught by trained teachers 
those lessons of love and Christian piety which will stahd them in good stead 
throughout their lives. The older children ^ 'to the regular church service in 
thfe morning where they remain for the preliminary service of worship and devotion 
after whfch they pass out and ‘go to'their different classes and departments. In 
■fihe eve^ng they attend the children's service to which they are admitted by 
ticket because of the great number. This is an illustrated talk.
In the week eve^ part of the young life of the community finds some phase 
of education, or social service which'meets its need. Morgan does not wait until 
the child grows up to take them in haaid but begins with the babies* It has 'a 
nursery where many little ones are daily oared for by loving women who enjoy 
mothering children. Many of the mothers-'of the community are forced to work out 
to suppliment the family Income andr-for a nominal sum they place their babies in 
the nursery where they are kept all day in perfect sSfety and at night they are
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taken home* In the nursery are little clean iron beds, inviting and wholesome, 
oocnpied by many while others are at play on th« floor.and about the room# -Every. - 
afternoon they are given ^ drink oJ^ milk and put to sleep* Such a ipinistry cannot 
be estimated*
The older brothers and sisters are received ipto the .Jcin^-ergarten* ^re the 
children attend from nine until twelve in the morning* I.ij^ some cases the parents 
mast be away during the entire flay* Ip. these cases the children are allowed to... 
remain during the entire day, continuing the work of the nursery* Ko one can cal­
culate the Influence of a Horsery and a kindergarten in e- districl; such as ^rgan 
Memorial. It is a double blessing that here amojig the poor are the appointments, 
complete, and of the best-, for the work of caring for the children during their 
years* It is here that the foundation for good manners, tastes, and healthy devel­
opment of the mind and body is laid. Here they receive their first lessons in 
religious instruction and. receive such trsinigg-as.will guide them throughout 
their lives^
Provisions are made for the industrial training of the boys and girls* They 
are taught here to do somethiiig useful, to become skilled workers* If you will 
make a little tour o? inspection you will find that- for the boys there is car­
pentry work, making of arjticles of furniture, printing, shoe-making, rug weaving, 
pnfl general repairing* Because of this training the lost art of- repairing things 
about the house will be refound by ,the boys^of MQ^gan Memorial, for they are being 
given such instruction, taught how to mend broken dished, patch a shoe, make and 
adjust a new leg-for a table or chair and many useful things*
On the other hand the girls ^are taught to be good housekeepers* Th«y carry 
this training into their poorly kept homes and. many mothers are-taught better ways, 
also healthier, neater, eoaA. more economical* The girls are instructed in eii^eeping, 
arranging the rooms, making beds^ kow to care for the baby.,and cook meals* They- 
are taught also how -to do millinery work and to mend* It is here they get the .
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foundation for gopd housekeeping— — ^
This is not all,for there are schools, of musio.art,. and-exeression,where under
the test of conditions, .instmctiou- is given-wJ-thin reach- of all, hy well trained 
and competent teachers-. What a Jieautifal sight to see here tl^ese children of all 
kinds and conditions; ft-lack and. white. Jew and CJentil?-, native sfld Joseign born. , 
mingling and working together ,l3eing--tanght some of the most valuable lessons of 
life itself,l^ing' the foundations-upon which will be built^chftracter. and pareer,
and from which they will enter into useful lives-
One is likely to be led to believe that here is all work and, no play- Hot so, 
for Morgan ISemorlal real-twos that all work, and no play is. detrimental to young 
life, 30-she has also provided a gymnaslumj club rooms, games and pla^/ rooms imder 
efficient leadership- Many churches have satisfied themselves hy denouncing un­
wholesome recreation, cheap movies, and low places of amuspment- Morganr^goes fur-^ 
ther, she not only denounces these places of ajnasement-hut real-izing-that the child 
must have some means of expression, she provides better and more wholesome amuse- ^ 
ment and recreation- During the summer months Morgan operates for her children a 
vacation school and many children are selected according to their needs to .spend 
the summer at South Athol. But we speak now especially of the vacation school to 
which those have access who have not been chosen for the* outing. There is a large 
and efficient corp of trained leaders for this work,.-the re^gplar workers^belng 
supplemented by College students who volunteer during the summer,and who use every 
means of making the school attractive.
This is-typical of. one of these days, in-school,Fir at,there is an opening exercise 
with Bible story and patriotic hymn, and then the classes separate and go to their 
particular tasks-* There ra^ -bp found the fpJ.lowing activities boing on in the various 
classes: sewing, cane-seating, hanpo'ck-maklng, carpentering, or learning the duties 
of homennaking aloyd work. In other words there* la an adjustment of the indus­
trial schopl of the wj-nter gionths to the needs of the: sunmer •; Once. a ^isreek each
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group has an outing to Morgan’s -cOiHitry home where the children spend the day in 
play and recreation. In tM.'S way during the dangerous snimier months the child is 
kept off the street when he might wander about and borne In contact with all sorts 
of evil conqpanions and temptations and is placed in wholesome surroundings.
The story of Morgan Memorial would he very incomplete and inadequately told
if the activities of the summer camp were not mentioned. About -eighty miles away, 




ing community, with God’s pure air to breathe, end beautiful fields 
to look upon, in the -suiomer chmp; where every summer many poor chil­
dren of the city, undernourished and poorly cared for, go to spend the summer months. 
Tffhat a blessing this -is for the poor children whose parents are not able to take 
them to the seashore,or summer resort, and who would otherwise be forced to spend 
their time throughout -the hot summer months in close, browded,- dirty tenements and 
on the streets of the city, to have the privilege of spending-the summer at South 
Athol. South Athol with'it3 farm-, out-of doors work, extensive manufacturing plant.
and freedom from the temptations of the city does not only mean much to the chil­
dren of-the patish, but.lt also means much towards the establishment of men who 
have come to Morgan through the mission and changed their ways 'of living, and 
strengthening them for the battles of life. Men whose liveshave been wrecked by 
sin dissipation, who have been reclaimed from their sin, return from South 
Athol prepared to meet the temptations which are sure to come to them when they 
return to the city. South Athol also.during the summer months, means health and 
happiness for about one'hundred persons, men,women, boys, and' girls who go there 
and spend two months in its wholesome atmosphere, surrounded by the best spiritual 
and recreational leaders, drinking pure milk, eating good we'll prepared food, 
breathing pure air, and enjoying all of nature’s choicest blessings, and returning 
to the city re-created beings. Kot only are the parishoners of Morgan Memorial 
benefited, but the transplanting of the activities from Boston’s south end to South
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Athol has been the trsjasformifi^'of_ao\Cth Athol itself. The community, because of 
the spirit which Morgan transplants there, feels the thrill of new life.
As has been stated above South Athol accomodates about one hundred and fifty 
persons. They are selected from hundreds of applicants, according to their needs 
upon the recomendation of physicians, nurses, teachers, mission workers,and the 
pastors of the different groups. Each one is taken because of some physical or 
moral infirmity. There are five different camps among which they are distribixted 
upon arrival. The little folks from one and a half to six years of age are taken 
care of at the "Emily Dunn Nursery This cainp is supported by Mr. and -Mrs.
Frar^ C. Dunn of Gardener, Mass*, in memory of their little daughter whose name
I*' , , V
the camp bears. Out in the open the children have the benefit of grass, sand pit, 
and every thing which makes for health. Here they engage in singing their songs, 
playing their games, and enjoying themselves under trained supervision.
There is a camp for boys from seven to twelve years of age and a camp for girls 
of the same age. These camps are buildings arranged for that particular work. Here 
these children are taught to be useful. They make their own beds, wait on table, 
wash dishes, assist in the laundry work, sweep and scrub the floors. The daily tastes 
of these children come immediately after morning prayers. Each boy and girl is 
given a certain piece of lend to cultivate and plants his or her own garden. They 
spend the morning,after camp inspection, in their gardens; and the afternoon in 
playi outings, picnics, and general good times. In answer which naturally comes, 
"VVhat about the spiritual life of the camp?" we would say that in the midst of 
these buildings is a little church which is the religious center of the community. 
The Ne\v England Conference appoints a pastor who is the. head of the social settle­
ment. Here sermons are given for the children and grown ups,and all enter into 
spirit of worship. After all, Morgan places emphasis upon spiritual things, v/hether 
in her camp, store, industries, settlement, or church.
~ D« ‘Soma Ke-TO-F^posalSi
In order that the church may meet the needs of the crowded conditions of the
*
city sh^-'irrast understand, and he able to affect the dissatisfaction, mieery and 
temptation of the people v/ho spend their working hours in hard uninteresting, labor, 
and their leisure hours in sordid surroundings* These conditions have changed the 
simple home life of the old world to a complex life with its rush and competition 
making incessant demands upon all classes* The busy days with quiet evenings at 
home, and perhaps a few neighborly callers, have given place to days spent in the 
midst of noise and confusion, and evenings marked by gayly lighted streets, jostling 
crowds, movies, theaters and the dance hall* Since the ordinary life of the city 
has changed,the church must adopt its program to the chpnging life* In order that 
the institutional church may effectively serve its polyglot community, and admin­
ister to the social, intellectual, and spiritual needs, it ■must have a program 
that vdll uplift ^d help and help others in need. It vfill suffice to enumerate 
the different activities of a proposed program.
1 • Sunday morning and evening preaching service.
2* Children's church*
t
5* Junior, Intermediate, and Senior E:ig)res3ional services*
M ^ w *
4. Y/eekly prayer service.
5. Meetings in hospitals and homes of shut-ins.
6* Mission hall and rescue service.
7. Street and shop services*
8* Forums*
9. Religious Education*
(a) k well graded Sunday School.
(b) Teacher's training class*
^ «
(c) Bible study courses*
1
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(tL) Personal workerl* class*
(e) Classes in social service and life work*
(f) Dail7 vacation school*
10. Social-service - Education.
, (^) Night schools.




(f) Clas^ in first aid.
(g) Personal hygiene courses.
(h) Library and reading rooms*
(1) Mothe'r's meetings.
11. Conrapnity welfare.
(a) Lay nursery and kindergarten.
(h) Lispensaries or clinics*
(c) Pree baths and showers*
(d) Milk station.
(e) Lormitory.
(f) Laundry and drying room.
(g) Systematic visitation*
(h) Housing conditions studied.
(i) Visiting nurse*
(o) Legal advice.
(k) Fresh air camps and farms.
(l) Clubs for all classes.
(m) Employment bureau.






The emphasis on social service has come about in the rediscovery of the purpcrae
of Jesus. His purpose of establishing a kingdom of dod in the earth, a redeemed
society of men who love and worship the common Father, CJod. Participation in this
high and Holy aim, Jesus held to be the noblest ambition a man could have. V/ith
this new discovery, the Christian chxirch of to-day is impelled to serve her fellow-
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Shriver, Imn^igrant Forces. p.p.l94-197*
XJOHCLUSIOK
CONCLUSION
Our effort in this paper has “been to pictxire adequately the conditions 
prerailing in our polyglot comrnunittes, and to relate the institutional church 
properly to the problems brought upon us by these conditions* We conclude that 
in order that these people shall be transformed into true Christian Americans, 
it is necessary that we should realize that God -has made of one blood, all 
nations, and that the great responsibility of bringing this realization to the 
people lies with the Christian Church* This is the fundamental requirement of 
true Americanization* For only by the establishment of mutual respect ean mutual 
serTice be secured for God and country. The persistent segregation and isolation 
of the foreigner and aloofness of the American will surely stand in the way of 
this service* The church above all other institutions must foster this spirit*
This means that parishes everywhere are under obligations to bring the full 
power of their resources and of their organized efforts to bear upon a definite 
and intelligent program,- a program that shall assign to all our people, men and 
v/omen, boys and girls, a personal and individual share in the task* And that task 
must ever be conceived as an essentially religious task, a duty we owe to God 
whose church can recognize no distinction of class or race, a vital feature of 
the divine enterprise which is to establish Christ’s Kingdom among men- that King­
dom in which men shall be ”no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens of
1
the household of God.”
1
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